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This paper argues that structural redundancy Is essential for language， showing 
that it has pervasive and profound effects on va1'ious aspects of language， 
1'anging f1'om grammatical constructions down to phonological segments. 
Mo1'e specifically， the paper argues that redundancy Is interwoven into the 
structures of a language， and that such structural redundancy provides the 
basis for the cohe1'ent integ1'ation of linguistic entities on the syntagmatic 
dimension， and fo1' their systematic arrangement on the paradigmatic 
dimension. It furthe1' a1'gues that the redundant coding of info1'mation across 
two or more subsystems of language is also ubiquitous， giving several pieces 
of evidence fo1' such inter-system 1'edundancy. Afte1' various types of structural 
redundancies are described， the paper explores their origins and consequences. 
It demonstrates that redundancy provides significant functional benefits for 
the language users， and gives rise to several essential properties of language， 
which concern: (i) systematicity， (i) usability (a) productivity/creativity， (b) 
recoverability/自delit;ら (c)automaticitylrapidity)， (ii) learnability， (iv) srabiliry， 
and (v) economy. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of redundancy has been one of the subjects of much controversy in 
linguistics. Many linguists have argued for or against it on various grounds. It has 
often been the case， however， that they discuss It at different levels， using the term 
"redundancy" in different senses. This paper， therefore， first sorts out the issues of 
redundancy in terms of levels at which they have been addressed. Specifically， the 
next section (~2) first classifies them into the following three levels: (i) methodology， 
(i) exposition/notation， and (ii) knowledge. The last one is divided further into two 
levels: (a) principle and (b) structure. The following section (~3) then argues that the 
most important and substantive among them is redundancy at the level of structure， 
classi今ingstructural redundancy into two types: (i) intra-system and (i) inter-
system redundancies. The former is categorized further into two subtypes in terms of 
dimension within a system: (a) syntagmatic and (b) paradigmatic redundancies. The 
latter is also subcategorized into several types， according to the kinds 'of systems across 
which redundancy ranges: e.g. (a) segmental-prosodic， (b) morphological-syntactic， 
(c) thematic-discourse， etc. The section describes and illustrates these several types 
of structural redundancies in order， showing that they are essential in nature and 
pervasive in distribution. This view， ifcorrect， raises some questions about the origins 
and consequences of redundancy: Why Islanguage redundant in the白rstplace? 
What properties of language follow仕omredundancy? For example， does redundancy 
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make the language uneconomical? The final sectIon (~4) add1'esses these司uest1ons)
discussing the extensive implications of 1'edundancy for the study of human language 
and complex systems. 
2. Levels of Redundancy: Methodology， Exposition/Notation， and Knowledge 
The issues of 1'edundancy have been add1'essed by many linguists. The majority have 
a1'gued against it， and a minority for It. Let us fi1'st examine the major arguments 
against it， sorting them out in terms of the severallevels indicated above. T1'aditionally， 
1'edundancy has been regarded as something that should be eliminated if any. At 
the level of methodology， this view has been widespread as a guiding principle to the 
following efect: if it turns out that a given analysis has some redundant descriptions 
in it， then it should be taken as a sign indicating that some significant generalizations 
are missed， and such an analysis should be reanalyzed in a way that removes the 
1'edundancy. For example， Chomsky has consistently a1'gued against 1'edundancy， 
repeatedly making claims like the following: 
The lexicon is a set of lexical elements， each an articulated system of features. 
It must specifドforeach such element， the phonetic， semantic， and syntactic 
properties that are idiosyncratic to iιbut nothing more; if features of a lexical 
entry assign it to some category K (say， consonant-initial， verb， 01' action 
ve1'b)， then the entry should contain no specification of p1'operties of K as 
such， or generalizations will be missed. The lexical entry of the ve1'b hit must 
speCl今 justenough of its prope1'ties to dete1'mine its sound， meaning， and 
syntactic roles through the ope1'ation of gene1'al principles， pa1'ameterized for 
the language in question. It should not contain redundant iゆrmation，fo1' 
example， about the quality of the vowel， properties of actIon verbs generally， 
01' the fact that together with its complement， itforms a VP [emphasis added; 
KM]. (Chomsky 1991: 418) 
UG is"nonredundant" in the sense that phenomena a1'e eXplained by 
interaction of principles in one particula1' way. Discove1'Y that phenomena 
are "overdetermined" has commonly been taken to indicate a theoretical 
deficie叫 Tthat should be overcome by new or 1'efined principles. (Chomsky 
and Lasnik 1993:う1う)
Simila1' claims have been made over and over again in the linguistic literature， 
particularly in connection with theoretical issues like the following: underspecification 
theory (Steriade 199う 114)，evaluation measures on possible grammars (Chomsky 
196う:43-44; Chomsky and Halle 1968: 332-3ラ)， inheritance hierarchy (Sag and 
Wasow 1999: 171-74， 199; Sag et al. 2003: chapter 16)， form-meaning linking 
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(Davis 2001:う)， the abandonment of ruleslconstructions of particular grammars in 
favor of more general universal principles (Chomsky 1965: 6， 35， 46; 1981: 31-34; 
1986: chapter 3; 200う 10;Sag et al. 2003: chapters 2 and 3)， and the integration 
of universal principles into even more general ones (Chomsky 1981: 13-1う， Brody 
2003: 19). Their claims are al essentially the same as the above ones in 日rmsof the 
logic of argllment and the underlying view on redundancy， though formulated in 
different theoretical terms. The basic assllmption they seem to share is that the correct 
description of language must be redllndancy-free， parsimonious and simple. This 
working principle of linguistic inquiry is therefore called by the name of "parsimonyl 
economy" or "simplicity" as well as "nonredundancy". 
On this view against redundancy， however， three points should be noted. Firstly， 
the "if-then" relation in the above reasoning does not necessarily hold true: 
redundancy in an analysis does not logically entail that it misses generalizations. As 
Langacker has convincingly argued， this reasoning is a fa1 acy， which he calls "the 
rule-list fallacy" (Langacker 1987: chapter 1， 2000a: section 1). Whether or not an 
analysis has redundancy in it is a different matter from whether or not it can capture 
generalizations. For example， suppose a set of phenomena that have specific properties 
and general ones that hold among them. It is possible to capture both properties by 
means of， say， a set of schemata that partially overlap in the domain of description and 
differ in specificity/generality. To be sure， such an analysis is redundant in a sense， 
and yet captures generalizations as well (see also Jackendoff 197う， 1997: chaptersうー7，
2002: chapter 6; Lamb 2000: 93-94; Bybee 2001: 20-23). And if anything， aswill 
be shown later， itis often the case that such a redundant analysis is not only logically 
possible blt is in fact necessary to satIs今descriptiveadequacy. 
Secondly， the above working principle of eliminating redundancy is a matter 
of research methodology， and should not be confused with substantive issues of 
redundancy at the level of knowledge. No matter how hard linguists strive for 
redundancy-free descriptions of linguistic phenomena， their object of study， the 
knowledge of language internalized in the human mind/brain， might "be redundant 
in nature. For example， even if one finds regular patterns 
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and above the specific lexical Items that instantiate them， and current studies suggest 
that they are (Ullman 1999， Baayen et al. 2002， Pulvermuller 2002). 
Finally， eliminating redundancy from the grammar!lexicon does not necessarily 
make it more economical in the自rstplace. It seems that the major arguments against 
redundancy by linguists are al based on the implicit assumption that redundancy is 
incompatible with economy. Something being redundant， however， does not logically 
entail its being uneconomical. There Is even a sense in which redundancy enhances 
economμwhich is one of the main theses of the present study and will be elaborated 
throughout this paper. The underlying assumption about redundancy that many 
linguists seem to hold tacidy should accordingly be questioned and reconsidered. 
ln short， itIs important to consider what assumptions lie behind many linguists' 
making claims like the above in the first place， and to recognize that they are (i) 
nonredundancy/economy as a methodological principle and (i) the presupposition 
about the inherent incompatibility of redundancy and economy. We should also 
bear in mind that neither of them are a priori true， and that their validity should be 
examined carefully on logical as well as empirical grounds. 
Expositional/Notational redundancy has also been mentioned in the linguistic 
literature. For example， Davis (2001) points out the general utility of multiple 
inheritance hierarchy as a descriptive device， claiming that "[mJ ultiple inheritance 
provides a way to express cross-cutting regularities in an economical fashion" (p. 6). 
This claim concerns redundancy/economy at the level of exposition or notation; that 
is， the issue is how economically certain regularities are represented on paper.1 The 
discussion of redundancyl economy at this level is not substantive， ifnot needless 
or useless. Let us therefore leave it aside， and turn to the next level: the one of 
knowledge. 
The real and important questions to be addressed about redundancy are: (i) whether 
or not the knowledge of language is redundandy represented in the mind/brain; if it 
is， (i) what part of it is redundant， and (ii) in what way and (iv) to what extent it is. 
These questions will be discussed in the rest of this paper， but as prerequisites for 
it， two finer-grained classifications need to be made about redundancy at the level 
of knowledge. One is a di 
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among principles) and among lexical i・tems，respectively. 1f language is redundant at all， 
at which level is it? 
Another distinction is one between grammar and lexicon. Since this distinction is 
orthogonal to the first one， itis expected， inprinciple， that previous arguments against 
redundancy have been made equally for both components. 1n practice， however， 
there is a skewing in their distribution. As for structural redundancy， most arguments 
have been made at the lexical level; Chomsky's (1991) argument is a typical one. 
This skewing might be partly because many researchers assume that the question of 
redundancy only arIses in the domain with idiosyncrasy， and that lexicon is such a 
domain whereas grammar is not; it Is the domain of rule-governedness. This familiar 
(but， inmy view， spurious) conception of grammarllexicon goes back to Bloomfield 
(1933): "The lexicon is really an appendix of the grammar， a list ofbasic irregularities" 
(p. 274). Under this view， tobe sure， the question of redundancy would not arise at 
the level of grammatical structure. However， this view itself is arguable， and needs to 
be reconsidered. 
With these preliminary considerations in mind， let us address the above four 
questions of structural redundancy. 
3. Structural Redundancy: Intra-System and Inter-System Redundancies 
This section argues that language Is multiply redundant at the level of structure， 
clasi今ingstructural redundancy into several types. Thus， the (short) answers to the 
above four descriptive司uestIonsare: (i) the knowledge of language is redundant (i) at 
the level of structure， (ii) in several ways， and (iv) to a large extent. 
Structural redundancy is defined as coding the same information by two or more 
entities constItuting language structure， where structure may be of any type: lexical or 
grammatical， segmental or prosodic， morphological or syntactic， thematic or discourse/ 
information structure. These structures (including grammatical constructions) are 
al assumed to be real entities， rather than taxonomic epiphenomena in the sense of 
Chomsky (1991: 417). The information of an entity is defined as a" set of attributes 
that differentiate it from others， where attributes may be of any type. This broadly 
conceived notion of information should be contrasted with the familiar sense of it 
in everyday usage (the semantic content of a message conveyed)， and wIth the even 
narrower sense assumed in Shannon's information theory (the statistical rarity of a 
given sign/event)， which will be discussed in section 4.1. 
Structural redundancy can be classified Into two general types In terms of the 
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number of systems over which It ranges: (i) intra-system and (i) inter-system 
redundancies. The former can be categorized further into two subtypes in terms of 
dimension within a system. The latter can also be subcategorized into several types， 
according to the kinds of systems across which redundancy ranges. This section 
describes these several types of structural redundancies in order， showing that they 
have pervasive and profound effects on various aspects of language. The answers to 
the above four descriptive弓uestionsare elaborated along the way. 
3.1 Intra-System Redundancy: Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Redundancies 
Let us begin with intra-system redundancy. It is the redundant coding of the same 
information by two or more entities within a system (as opposed to ac仰ssystems); 
hence the name. A system Is roughly defined as an entity with interdependent 
elements， where interdependency may be of any type: structural or functional， 
temporal or spatial， phonological or semantic， or some combinatIon. Under this 
definition， an entity whose elements are completely independent of one another is 
not regarded as a system， let alone an entity with only one element.2 Intra-system 
redundancy can be classified into two types in terms of dimension along which 
redundant entities are arranged: (a) syntagmatic and (b) paradigmatic redundancies. 
3.1.1 Syntagmatic Redundancy 
3.1.1.1 The Nature and Distribution 
Syntagmatic redundancy is defined as coding the same information by two or more 
entities in the syntagmatic relation. Languages are syntagmatically redundant to a 
large extent. Consider simple sentences like the following， where certaIn semantic 
information is coded redundantly by two entities in the syntagmatic relation: 
(1) a. John drinks wine every day. 
b. Mary slept soundly yesterday. 
ln (Ia)， for example， the notion OfLIQUID is coded by both the verb and the object. It 
can be described by a diagram like (2)， where two ovals indicate the coding of LIQUID 
by drink and wine， and their redundancy and its syntagmatic nature are represented 
respectively by the overlap of the ovals and their horizontal arrangement. 
(2) 
drink LIQUID wzne 
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Likewise， the notion of PAST is doubly coded by the verb and the temporal adverb 
in (lb). These redundantly information-coding entIties in the syntagmatic relatIon 
constitute a system in the sense that they are semantically dependent on one another二
Their redundancy is therefore an instance of int日目systemredundancy. 
Syntagmatic redundancy is essential and central for a language as a combinatorial 
system， because it plays a critically important role almost every time linguistic entities 
are integrated into a larger chunk， particularly beyond the morpheme level， i.e.， atthe 
morphological， syntactic， and even discourse levels.3 Based on Langacker's (1987) 
seminal work， 1 argue that linguistic entities， unli1王enon-overlapping pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle or Lego， are basically put together in such a way that they semantically overlap 
with one another. This is because， 1 argue， what attracts and connects them to one 
another is basically the semantic information they have in common. The coherent 
integration of linguistic entities thus hinges primarily on their information sharing 
or redundancy. This is why a sentence like (la) sounds coherent， whereas one that 
violates a selectional restriction like (3a) does not: 
(3) a. # J ohn drinks sine every day. 
The incoherency of the anomalous sentence in (3a) is attributed to the failure to share 
the key information (UQUID) by its elements (drinんandsine). That is， itis due to 
the lack of syntagmatic redundancy. The degree of deviance increases along with the 
number of violatIons of this constraint， which is illustrated by nonsensIcal sentences 
like the following: 
(3) b. ## Quadruplicity drinks procrastination. (Russell 1940: 166) 
c. ### Colorless green ideas sleep furiously. (Chomsky 19うア:1う)
Basicall)らlinguisticpieces do not stick together without the冶lue"of syntagmatic 
redundancy. 
The qualification "basically" is needed for at least three reasons. First， languages 
have a number of expressions that consist of two or more morphemes with apparently 
no syntagmatic redundancy among them， such as， say， let alone. These expressions， 
however， are mostly confined to ones that are short enough to be memorized and 
stored as conventional idioms in the lexicon. Second， over and above such fixed 
lexical idioms， languages also have somewhat productive constructional idioms 
whose elements appear to lack (sufficient) syntagmatic redundancy. For example， 
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expressions like Sleφyour wrinkles away and Drive your engine clean (ads cited by 
LevIn and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 36-37) are acceptable despite their elements (e.g・3
slep and wrinkles) having no or litde semantic information in common. Their lack 
of syntagmatic redundancy is shown by the unacceptability of expressions like John 
sleps wrinkles and Wrink!es slep. Such constructional idioms， however， are not丘町ly
allowed， and conventionality is only one factor for their license. A more important 
factor is another type of冶lue"，paradigmatic redundancy， which will be discussed 
in the next section. A third reason for the codicil is that the speakers of a language 
strongly tend to seek for coherency based on syntagmatic redundancy， even for a series 
of words that are randomly selected and do not conform to any syntactic pattern of the 
language. Sapir (1921) illustrates this propensity of the human mind with two simple 
English words sing praise， claiming that "it is psychologically impossible to hear or see 
the two words juxtaposed without straining to give them some measure of coherent 
significance" (p. 62). They might be interpreted， f01" example， as:"sing praise (to him)! 
or singing pra仇 praiseexpressed in a song or仰 singand praise or one who si匂ca song 0/ 
praise (compare such English compounds as kiljり， l.eリ onewho kils jり>)or he sings a 
s01司g0/ praise {to him}" (p. 63). This observation suggests that temporal contiguity as 
well as semantic overlap has a certain degree of power of integrating juxtaposed pieces 
into a coherent whole (see also Sapir 1921: 111-12， Pustejovsky 1995: chapters 4 and 
ア， Fukaya and Tanaka 1996: chapter 2， Langacker 2000b: chapterう)• 
These exceptional cases aside， linguistic entIties are integrated Into a larger chunk 
if they have syntagmatic redundancy. It Is their sharing of semantic information 
that attracts them to one another. Syntagmatic redundancy thus works as the driving 
force for and a strong constraint on the combination of linguistic entities. Moreover， 
this mode of integration requires us to carve up the world into mutually overlapping 
semantic chunks in the first place. That is， syntagmatic redundancy governs the 
segmentation of linguistic entities， too. It is therefore likely to constitute one of the 
fundamental constraints on a language as a combinatorial system. 
Due to its essential nature， syntagmatic redundancy is pervasively observed withi 
(4) a. a delicious cake 
b. to the station 
c. assassinate the President 
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d. Itiroo ga daiga1邸 ill n戸lU-ga1正U-Slぺa. [J apanese] 
Ichiro-NOM university心AT enter-school-do-PAsT 
'lchiro enrolled in a university. I 
e. ?iniku? hak-nisah-ni-k品-sa? [Caddo] 
church PROG-house-burn-PROG 
rThe church is burning.' (Talmy 2000: 112) 
1n (4a)， the notion of FOOD Is coded redundandy by both the乳djectiveand the noun. 
(4b) is an instance of double coding of PLACE by the preposition and the noun. It 
is not uncommon that more specific notions are redundandy coded， asexemplified 
in (4c)， where the notion of PROMINENT PERSON Is coded doubly by the verb and 
the noun. These are expressions with a simple (monomorphemic) predicate， but 
syntagmatic redundancy is widely observed In expressions with a complex predicate， 
too. For example， the ]apanese complex verb nyuu-gaku-suru means rto enroll 
in a school'， and can only take as the object a nominal denoting (an) academic 
institution(s) .τhe sentence in (4d) obeys this constraint on syntagmatic redundanC)ら
and is therefore judged acceptable. Likewise for the Caddo sentence in (4e): the 
verbal compound conflates the notion of HOUSE/BUILDING in it， and is therefore only 
compatible with a nominal that shares this specific information. Both languages (and 
many others with noun incorporation) have abundant expressions with this type of 
syntagmatic redundancy. 
Syntagmatic redundancy is observed not only between a predicate and its 
argument(s)， but also between other types of entities in the syntagmatic r・elation.For 
example， consider the following examples: 
(ラ a. ni-satu no hon 
two-CL PTC book 
b. two books 
c. On pod-bezal k 
he up.to-ran to 
'He ran up to the gates.' 
vorotam. 
gates (DAT) 
d. Watωi wa onaka ga it剖.
1-TOPIC stomach-NOM hurt 
'1 have a stomach ache.' 
e. noo=p no-te' tiiwu-q. 
1=3s my-stomach hurt-TNS 
(Talmy 2000: 132) 
'1 have a stomach ache.' (Steele 1977: 124) 
[Japanese] 
[Russian] 
[Japanese] 
[LuisenoJ 
(うa)illustrates a case where information is redundantly coded by a classifIer and a 
noun in the syntagmatic relation. The ]apanese classifier satu is only used for PRINTED 
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(AND BOUND) MATTEIしandthis information is coded by the noun hon as well as by 
the bound morpheme. Interestingly， the English counterpart of this ]apanese noun 
phrase also has syntagmatic redundanC)ら butencodes a different piece of information 
redundandy: PLURAL instead of PRINτED (AND BOUND) MATTER. lt Is coded doubly by 
the numeral and the inf1ectional suffix， asshown in (うb).1n general， agreement (in a 
broad sense) makes the language syntagmatically redundant by its very nature， because 
it， by definition， encodes the Information of some other element(s) in the syntagmatic 
relation. It thus follows that languages with rich Inf1ections have a larger extent of 
syntagmatic redundancy than ones with poor or no inf1ections do. 1n such languages， 
even triple coding is not uncommon. 1n (うc)，for example， the notion of TELIC PATH 
is coded (at least) by the prefix， the preposition， and the inf1ected noun. TELIC PATH is 
meant for the path of a motion in space and its goal (Talmy 198う).lt might be coded 
partially by the verb as well as by the three elements indicated above. 1nsofar as It is， 
the sentence in (うc)constitutes an Instance of quadruple syntagmatic redundanC)ん 1n
(うd)，the notion of BODY PART is redundandy coded by the predicate itai 'hurt¥(one 
of) the subject(s) onaka 'stomach'， and the topic(al subject) watasi '1， which invokes 
a 1・efer引1Cepoint through which the target body part is accessed (Langacker 1993b， 
Kumashiro and Langacker 2003). The equivalent reference point construction in 
Luise昆ois even more redundant， since the possessor of the body part is also doubly 
coded， asillustrated in (うe).
Given this fundamental nature of syntagmatic redundanc)らonecould make 
essentially the same arguments based on similar expressions of any given language 
as well; see ]espersen (1924/1992: 264-6う)， Martinet (1962:う6)，Haiman (198う:
18ふ9う)， and Croft (2001: 119-24， 177-202， 263-68) for other examples. 
3.1.1.2 Case Study: Resultatives 
It is sometimes the case that the acceptability of a given expression hinges not simply 
on the presence/absence of syntagmatic redundancy but also on its degree: to what 
extent its elements overlap. This is illustrated， for example， by language-internal and 
crosslinguistic variations in resu1tatives・
3.1.1.2.1 Observation 
Consicler the following resultative constructions (RCs) in English， ]apanese and 
French， which are roughly equivalent in meaning:4 
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(6) Englis~ Rt:sul~ative Consttuction 
a. John broke the vase into pieces. 
b. Bil painted the waIl ~hiiι 
c. Mary slapped te c~i!c! into silence. 
d. *Nan'cy danced herself famous. ぜ.Nancy danced herself to f制限.)
(7) Japanese Resultative Construction 
a. It~roo ga kabin 0 konag!lnani 
Ichiro--nom vase-acc in主ooieces 
耳鳴rat-ta.
break-PAsT 
nut-ta. b. Ziroo ga kabe 0 siroku 
Jiro-no m wall-acc white 
c.守-Iana~o ga kodomo 0 sizul正ani
Hanako-nom child-acc into silence 
pa1nt-PA~T 
tata1-ta.~ 
slao-PAsT 
odot-ta. 
dance-PAST 
d.米Yookoga jut_un 0 YUl!meini 
Yoko-nom 'selιacc to fame 
(8) French Resultative Construction 
a. Jean a casse le vase 
Jean has broken the vase 
b.州Pierre a peint le mur 
Pierre has pa!.nted the _wal 
c. *Marie a gi前 l'enfant
Marie has slapped te child 
d. *Barbara s'est d組 se
Barbara herself has danced 
en pleces. 
lnto Oleces 
blan己
white 
en silence. 
into silence 
celともre.
famous 
The RCs of each language appear identical in terms of syntactic form， but the 
differences in judgment suggest that they are not homogeneous in terms of 
markedness.6 Specifically， first of al， RCs of the (a/b) types appear more basic than 
RCs of the (cld) types， since Japanese only allows the former types， whereas English 
mostly accepts the latter types as well. Let us cal them "basic" and "derivative" RCs， 
respectively.7 Of the basic types of RCs， the (a) type appears les marked than the (b) 
type， because the former is perfectly acceptable and the latter is not in French. RCs of 
the (b) type are judged deviant by many (if not al) French speakers if the secondary 
predicate is an AP，8 and are unanimously judged acceptable if the secondary predicate 
Is replaced by a PP: 
(8) b¥Pierre a peint le mur en blanc. 
Pierre has painted the wall into white 
Of the derivative RCs， the (c) type appears les marked than the (d) type， because 
the former tends to be judged better than the latter， even in "1iberal" languages like 
English. The relative markedness of the (d) type is also suggested by the observation 
that RCs with an AP predicate like (6d) are used， on average (if not always; cf. section 
3.1.1.2.4)， with lower frequency and productivity than RCs with a PP predicate like 
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(6C).9 In short， itappears that the degree of markedness systematically increases in the 
following order: (a) < (も)< (C) < (d). 
This systematic implicational variation is not unique to the above three languages. 
Although the precise cut-off point is not exactly the same， many other languages 
exhibit similar variation patterns. As will be illustrated later， for example， Germanic 
languages like German， Dutch， Icelandic， Swedish， and Norwegian basically behave 
like English: they mostly accept al types of RCs.10 Korean， Turkish， Hebrew， and 
perhaps Middle Mongolian can roughly be categorized into the ]apanese type: they 
have RCs of the basic types， and lack the derivative ones. Of the French type are other 
Romance languages like ltalian， Spanish， and Portuguese: they are very restrictive， and 
only accept the most basic type， except for a few special cases. No languages have been 
attested which rule in the derivative type(s) while ruling out the more basic one(s). 
For instance， there are no languages that have， say， the most derivative (d) type only. 
Thus the observation to be eXplained turns out to be this systematic variation in RCs 
that many languages exhibit， which is tabularized below: 
(9) Systematic Variation in Resultative Constructions 
a. Languages of the English type: b. Languages of the ]apanese type: 
German， Dutch， etc. Korean， Turkish， etc. 
(a) (b) (a) (b) 
OK I OK OK OK 
OK I OK/?/* I * * 
(c) (d) (c) (d) 
c. Languages of the French type: 
Italian， Spanish， etc. 
(a) (b) 
OK 本)
本 本
(c) (d) 
3.1.1ユ.2Analysis 
d. No languages of the following type: 
(a) (b) 
〉ド
(c) 
OK 
(d) 
What， then， makes some RCs more basicl de巾 ativethan others? It is the degree 0/ 
syntagmatic redundancy between the two predicates of each RC: the main verb and 
the secondary predicate. Notice first that the main verbs of the basic RCs in (a) and 
(b) are al causative verbs， whereas those of the derivative RCs in (c) and (d) are non-
causatives. This difference can be described in terms of image schematic diagrams like 
the following: 
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、
?
?
?????， ， ，??、 、
a. causatIve change-oE二stateevent 
AGENT PATIENT 
b. break 
?
???
c. slap d. dance 
。弓0-1-一う 四司“う
t 
τhe image schem芯lain (IOa心)is meant fo倒ra causative chang伊e-o
agent acts on a pa抗tien町t，causing it to undergo a change of state. The leftmost circle 
represents the agent， and the next two circles with a correspondence line over them 
indicate the patient. The double arrow Is meant for the agent's action against the 
patient， and the dashed arrow for the patient's change of state. Its resultant state is 
described by the square below the rightmost circle. The undermost arrow with the 
letterγshows that this complex event unfolds over time. All the RCs presented 
above depict a causative change-of-state event of this type. 
The question is: Which aspect of it is encoded by the verb? A causative verb like 
break encodes the entire event， though at a certain schematic level， including not only 
the agent's action but also the patient's change of state and resultant state. Since it 
is a verb， the temporal evolution of the situation is also profiled.1 This wide range 
of lexical coding is indicated by the boldfaced cover日aloval in (IOb). On the other 
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hand， a non-causative verb like slap only covers the first subevent where the agent 
acts on the patient (in a certain manner)， which Is shown by the smaller oval in (lOc). 
When it comes to an unergative verb like dance， the verb's semantic coverage gets 
even smaller， assketched in (1 Od). It only encodes the single participant' s action (in a 
certaIn manner).12 
What about the resultative secondary predicate? It can be classified into at least two 
types: one encodes the patient's change of state as well as its resultant state， and the 
other only covers the resultant state. Typically， ifnot always， the former is symbolized 
as a PP， and the latter as an AP， atleast in English (recal note 6). The two pairs of 
secondary predicates in (11) illustrate this point， and their difference in semantic 
coverage is indicated by their difference in size of the ovals in (12): 
(11) a. J ohn shot the man {to deathl dead} . 
b. Mary ground the coffee beans {to a fine power/powdery}. 
(12) a. to death b. dead 
t t 
τhe PP to death encodes the patient's change of state as well as its resultant state， 
which is indicated by the bigger oval in (12a). On the other hand， the AP dead only 
encodes the patient's resultant state， hence the smaller oval in (12b). Notice here that 
these ovals are both portrayed above the time arrow， whereas the ones for verbs in 
(10) are al depicted in a way that includes it. This difference in diagram is intended 
to show that both prepositions and adjectives， unlike verbs， are atemporal in terms of 
profiling (recall note 11). 
This sketchy description of the semantic structures of verbs and secondary predicates 
suffices to see if and to what extent they overlap with each other in RCs. The table 
in (I3) shows major overlap patterns made out of two types of verbs and two types of 
secondary predicates， which are each classified in terms of whether they encode the 
patient's change of state: [+change] means that the predicate encodes It， and [-change] 
indicates otherwise. 
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(13) Major Overlap Patterns of the Main Verb the Secondary Predicate: 
SP 
The four types ofRCs are exemplified in (14) and diagrammed in (15): 
(14) a. John broke the vase into pieces. (Type A: [十change]Verb & [十change]SP) 
(1う)
b. Bil painted the wall white. 可'peB: [+change] Verb & [-change] SP) 
c. Mary slapped the child into silence. (Type C: [-change] Verb & [+change] SP) 
d. *Nancy danced herself famous. (Type D: [四change]Verb & [-change] SP) 
a. Type A: [+change] & [+change] b. Type B: [十change]& [-change] 
Verb SP Verb SP 
e.g. break znto pzeces e.g. paznt white 
c. Type C: [-change] & [+change] d. Type D: [-change] & [-change] 
Verb SP Verb SP 
e.g. s.μp into silence e.g. dancd famoω 
t 
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Let us see what e乳chtype is like and how it is explaineムbearingin mind that this 
fouトwaydistInctIon Is a simplified classificatIon for expository purposes. Type A is
a combination of a レchange]verb like break and a [十change]secondary predicate 
like into pieces. Thus， an RC like (14a) is an example of this type. The point to be 
noted about this type of RC isthat the semantIc structure of the secondary PI・edicate
almost completely overlaps with that of the main verb， and elaborates certain part 
of It. As described above， the causative verb break encodes a patient's change of 
state and resultant state， and the secondary predicate redundantly encodes the same 
part， making a more detailed specification of it.13 That is， the two predicat白 have
a significant amount olsyntagmatic redundanり， which is indicated by the almost 
complete overlap of the two ovals in (1弘).Type B isa combination of a [+change] 
verb like paint and a [-change] secondary predicate like white. (14b) is an example 
of this type. In this type， asdiagrammed in (1うb)，the structure of the secondary 
predicate stil largely overlaps with that of the verb， but to a lesser extent than in the 
preceding case. This is because an AP predicate like white， unlike a PP predicate like 
into pieces， does not encode the patient's change of state， and this informatIon is not 
shared by the two predicates any more. When it comes to RCs of Type C with a 
[-change] verb and a [+change] secondary predicate like (14c)， the degree of semantic 
overlap gets even smaller， assketched in (15c). Over and above the change-oιstate 
part， the resultant state part Is not shared any more. If the [+change] secondary 
predicate ofType C isreplaced by a [ーchange]one， then it gives rIse to RCs ofType D 
like (14d)， where the structures of the two [-change] predicates do not overlap with 
each other at al， asshown in (1うd).
Given these four types of RCs， together with the basic constraint on syntagmatic 
redundancy， we can explain the systematic varIation in RCs illustrated earlier. More 
specifically， we can make the following three predictions about the overall tendency of 
RCs' behavior， and they are al borne out. 
(16) Predictions: 
a. Types A/B 2 Types C/D (二三:judged better than or at least as good as) 
b. Type A 二三TypeB 
c.τypeC注TypeD
First of al， itIs predicted that there might be a significant difference between Types AlB 
with complete overlap and Types C/D with partial or no overlap， and that， ifany， RCs 
of the former types are judged better than the latter types. This is because the former 
satisfies the constraint in question， whereas the later does not， ordoes to a lesser extent. 
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The second prediction is that， ofthe basic RCs，乃peA isjudged better than or at least 
as good as Type B， because it has a greater extent of syntagmatic redundancy. For the 
same reason， of the derivative RCs， Type C should be better than or at least as good as 
Type D. Let us check these three predictions with empirical data in order. 
3.1.1.2.3 Evidence 
3.1.1.2.3.1 Types AJB vs. Types C/D 
Firstl}らtheobservation made earlier about English and ]apanese RCs constitutes a 
piece of evidence for the present analysis. As we saw in (6/11)， the four types of RCs 
are mosdy acceptable in English， although some derivative RCs are judged deviant， 
which wiII be discussed later. On the other hand， asillustrated in (7)， ]apanese only 
has basic RCs， although there are a few apparent exceptions (cf. Miyakoshi 1993， 
1999， 2000， 2001， 200うa;Kageyama 1996，2001; Washio 1997， 1999，2002). This 
observation is consistent with the prediction in (16a)， and can be eXplained along 
the line of reasoning given above. The acceptability of a given RC depends pardy on 
whether or not it satisfies the constraint on syntagmatic redundanc)らwhichin turn 
depends crucially on whether or not the main verb lexically encodes a change of state 
of the patient. The causative verbs in (6a/b) and (7a/b) encode it， whereas the non-
causative verbs in (6c1 d) and (7 CI d) do not. Hence the overall variation pattern in 
長Cs:Types A/B with a causative verb are judged better than or at least as good as 
Types C/D with a non-causative verb. 
Secondly，乳sWashio (1997) perceptively points out， the importance of the main 
verb' s lexical coverage can be highlighted by changing the verb in an RC while leaving 
the other elements unchanged， and the result of this test can be taken as another piece 
of evidence for the present analysis. For example， asshown in (17)， ifa non-causative 
verb is substituted for the causative one in (7a)， then the acceptability of the sentence 
degrades very much; on the other hand， ifthe non-causative verb in (7 c)is replaced by 
an appropriate causative verb， then the sentence becomes acceptable: 
(17) Japanese Resultative Construction 
a. ? /本 Itirooga kabin 0 konagonani tatai-ta. (cf. (7a)) 
Ichiro-NOM vase-ACC into pieces hit-PAST 
'Ichiro broke the vase into pieces by hitting.' 
b. Hanako ga kodomo 0 sizukani nadame-ta. (cf. (7c)) 
Hanako-NOM child-Acc into silence soothe-PAST 
'Hanako soothed the child into silence.' 
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Notice that the RC in (I7b) respects the consrraint on syntagmatic redundancy， 
because the causa抗叩tiv児εV児er出b1刀2ada仰仰yηmη1er-句-引-
a change of mental state of the pa叩tien一t，and t出hesecondary predicate si均Z'lμt!?ん初d仰仰F刀仇2I'in口Eω O 
S司ilence/ql山1ιle任t'makes a further specification of its resultant state (and change of 
state). On the other hand， the non-causative verb tatak-u 'hit' does not encode a 
change of state of the patient: even if one hits on a vase， itdoes not necessarily break. 
Accordingly， the RC in (I7a) has only partial semantic overlap between the main 
verb and the secondary predicate， which gives it the correspondingly deviant status. 
It thus turns out that (17a) is a derivative RC whereas (17b) is a basic one， and their 
judgment is consistent with the prediction given in (16a). 
Thirdly， consider the following pair of RCs: 
(18) Japanese Resultative Construction 
a.(?)Hanako ga yogoreta shatu 0 massironi arat-ta. 
Hanako-NOM diay shirt-ACC whiter than white wash-PAST 
'Hanako washed the dirty shirt whiter・thanwhite.' 
b. Hanako ga yogor・etashatu 0 massironi arai-age-ta. 
Hanako-NOM dir~ty shirt-ACC whiter than white wash-out四PAST
'Hanako washed out the dirty shirt whiter than white.' 
These仰 oRCs are slightly different in acceptability: (I8b) sounds a litle bit better 
than (18a). This is attributed to their difference in the 5emantic coverage of the main 
verb， and in turn to their difference in the degree of syntagmatic redundancy between 
the main verb and the secondary predicate. The simple verb ara-u means the act of 
washing. It implies that the patient becomes cleaner， which makes the sentence better 
than RCs with a pure action verb like (17a). This implication， however， isnot 50 
strong as it is uncancelable. One can thu5 say without contradiction: 'aratta-lcedo， yogore戸
ga oti-na/;;at-ta" '(I) washed it， but the dirt didn't wash out'. On the other hand， the 
compound arai-age-ru 'wash out or wash completely' shifts the focus to the endpoint 
of the patient's change of state， and implies more strongly that the dirt washes out. 
It thus goes better with the secondary predicate: massironi 'whiter than white¥That 
is， (18b) is judged slightly better than (l8a) because the main verb shares more 
information with the secondary predicate in the former than in the latter. A pair of 
RCs lilぽ(18)，therefore， can be taken as stil another piece of evidence for the present 
analysis. 
As indicated earlier， there are many other language5 that behave like English or 
]apanese， and no languages have. been attested which only have derivative RC5. This 
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crosslinguistic variation corroborates the present analysis further. For example， 
Germanic and Finnic languages behave like English: they have both basic and 
derivative 又Cs，which are respectively illustrated in the (a) and (b) sentences presented 
below (cf. Boas 2003 for German， Hoekstra 1988 for Dutch; Levin and Simpson 
1981 for Icelandic; Toivonen 2002 for Swedish; Lのdrup2000 for Norwegian; Fong 
2003 for Finnish): 
(19) German Resu1tative Construction 
a. Ulrich strich das Haus rot. 
Ulrich painted the house red 
'Ulrich painted the house red.' 
b. Fritz lief sich m註de.
Fritz r組 himselftired 
'Pritz ran himself tired.' (Boas 2003: 286) 
(20) Dutch Resu1tative ConstructIon 
a. Ik schilderde de schuur rood. 
1 painted the barn red 
'1 painted the barn red.' 
b. Hij schreeuwde zijn keel rauw. 
he screamed his throat sore 
'He screamed his throat sore.' (Hoekstra 1988: 116， 126) 
(21) IcelandIc Resu1tatIve Construction 
a. Hann maladi bilinn gu1an. 
he painted the-car yellow 
'!:-fe painted the car yellow.' 
b. Eg hvit-tvodi fotin 
1 white-washed the戸clothes
'1 washed the clothes white.' (Levin and Simpson 1981: 193) 
(22) Swedish Resu1tative Construction 
a・…honskul1e mala allting vi抗.
she would paint everything white 
'. she was going to paint everything white.' 
b. Gertrud biter 益pparna blodiga. 
Gertrud bites lips.the bloody 
'Gertrud bites her lips bloody.' (Toivonen 2002: 4ラ7)
Norwegian Resu1tative Construction 
a. Han feide gulvet 
he sweep-PAST flooトDEF
'He swept the floor clean.' 
b. Han lop seg 
he run岬PAST REFLEXlVE 
'He ran himself sweaty.' 
(23) 
rent. 
dean-NEUT-SG 
、?? ????????????? ?? ??
、????，
?
???????
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(24) 設esultativeConstruction 
a. Tuli po1tt-i talo-n tuhka-ksi. 
fire-NOM burn-PAST.3SG house-ACC ashe-TRNSLATIVE 
'Fire burned the house to ashes.' 
b. Maanviljelij託 ampu-i ketu-n 
farmer-NOM shoot-PAST.3SG fOX-ACC 
'A/The farmer shot a!the fox dead.' 
kuoliaa-ksi. 
dead-TRNSLATIVE 
(Fong 2003: 204) 
To take German as an example， the RC with a causative verb in (l9a) Is a basic 
type， whereas the RC with a non-causative verb in (I9b) is a derivative one. The 
observation to be noted and explained is thatフbasically，both types of RCs are judged 
acceptable in German as well as in English， and that the same is true for the other 
languages cited above. 
On the other hand， Korean， Turkish， Hebrew， French， Italian， Spanish， and 
Portuguese are similar to J apanese in that they lack derivative RCs， which is 
exemplified below (cf. Washio 1999 for Korean and Turkish; Rapoport 1986 for 
Hebrew; Green 1973 for French; Napoli 1992 for Italian; Aske 1989 for Spanish; 
Miyakoshi 2001 for Ponuguese):14 
(2う)五oreanResu1tative Construction 
a. Ku yeca-nun meli-lul ppalkah-key mwultu1i-ess-ta. 
she-斗TOP】 hair-ACC red-coMP dye-PAsτ下~DCL
'She dyed her hair red.' 
b. 本屯Ey戸y尽担nc悶m-べ叫寸u叶Il ld王rn:a正協句符yklζu儲s品ha告困凶.ke匂Y t叫a討ip叫la四-psi-t臼a.
engme-八CC dean-coMP drive-Iet's 
'Drive your engine clean.' (Washio 1999: 682) 
(26) Turkish Resu1tative Construction 
a. Selma yanag-ml lurmlzl-ya boya-dl. 
Selma-NoM cheek-poss.3.SG-ACC red-DAT paint-DEF.PAST 
'Selma pain ted her cheek red. ' 
b.本Selma yanag-ml lurmlzl-ya cimdikle-di. 
Selma-NOM cheelωOSS.3.SG-ACC red-DAT pinch-DEF.PAST 
'Selma pinched her cheek red.' (Washio 1999: 690) 
(27) Hebrew Resu1tative ConstructIon 
a. Ha-kad nisbar le-xatixot. 
the-vase broke to-pieces 
'The vase broke to pieces.' (Levin and Rappapon Hovav 199う:う2)
b.叩v1eiraavda et acma xola. 
'Meira worked herself sick.' (Rapopon 1986: 208) 
(28) Italian Resu1tative ConstructIon 
a. Ho tagliato la carne in piccoli pezzi. 
'I cut the meat in small pieces.' 
b.牢Gianniha martellato illnetallo 白o.
'Gianni hammered the metal flat.' 
(29) Spanish Resu1tative Construction 
a. Juan rompio el vaso en pedazos. 
John broke the glass into pieces 
'John broke the glass into pieces.' 
b.牢Juan martilleo el metal plano. 
John hammered the metal flat 
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(Napoli 1992: 60， 6う)
'John hammered the metal flat.' (Hasegawa 1998: 42-43) 
(30) Portuguese Resu1tative Construction 
a. Cortei a carne em pe哩uenos
cut the meat into litle 
'I cut the meat in litle pieces.' 
b.本Jo五o bateu Maria sangrenta. 
Jo互o beaを Maria bloody 
'John beat Mary bloody.' 
peda写os.
pleces 
(Miyakoshi 2001: 6) 
Notice that the derivative RCs in these languages， in contrast to the ones in the 
above group of languages， are al judged unacceptable. Here again， there are slight 
differences among them (see the references cited above for example)， but the overall 
tendency is robust enough: basic RCs tend to be consistently judged better・than
derivative ones. 
This crosslinguistic variation in RCs is summarized as follows: 
(31) Crosslinguistic Variation in Resultative Cons主ructions:
a. Languages with both sasic and Derivative RCs: 
English (6)， German (19) ， Dutch (20)， Icelandic (21)， Swedish (22)， 
Norwegian (23)， Finnish (24) 
b. Languages with sasic RCs only: 
Japanese (7)， Korean (2う)，Turkish (26)， Hebrew (27)， French (8)， 
Italian (28)， Spanish (29)， Portuguese (30)， 
c. L阻 guageswith Derivative RCs only: not attested 
There exist languages that have both basic and derivative RCs. There also exist 
languages that have basic ones only. However， no languages have been attested which 
only have derivative ones. This implicational varIation is perfectly compatible wIth 
the first prediction given in (16a). This typological observation thus constItutes yet 
another piece of evidence for the present analysis， and In turn for one of the main 
theses of this paper: basically， linguistic entities do not stick together without the 
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冶luピ， of syntagmatic redundancy. 
3.1.1.2.3.2 Type A vs. Type B 
Let us next put the second prediction to empirical tests by comparing the two types 
of basic RCs， Types A and B. In English and other Germanic languages， they are 
both acceptable (recal (6a/b) for example). There also exist languages that basically 
have Type A only. French is such a language. Recall that RCs with a PP resultative 
predicate like (8b') are unanimously judged acceptable， whereas RCs with the 
corresponding AP like (8b) are not: many， ifnot aU， speakers do not accept them. 
This language-internal variation is manifested in other Romance languages like Italian， 
Spanish and Portuguese as wel1: 
(32) Ita1ian Resultative Construction 
a. Ho tagliato la carne in piccoli pezzi 
'1 cut the meat in smal1 pieces.' 
b.(本)Ha strappato la lettera fine. 
'he ripped up the leter fine.' 
(33) Spanish Resultative Cons主ruction
a. Juan pinto la pared en blanca. 
John painted the wall into white 
(Napoli 1992: 60， 76) 
'John painted the wall white.' (Hasegawa 1998: 43) 
b.(*)Juan pin必 la casa roja. 
John painted the house red 
'John painted the house red.' (Synder 1995: 4う8)
(34) Portuguese Resultative Construction 
a. Joao pintou a parede em br組 ca.
J ohn painted the wall into white 
'John painted the wall white.' 
b.(つJoao pintou a parede branca. 
John painted the wall white 
'John painted the wall white.' (Miyakoshi 2001: 7-8) 
Assuming that these pairs of sentences represent RCs ofTypes A and B， then it follows 
that the second prediction in (l6b) is borne out: Type A is judged better than or 
at lea日 asgood as Type B. 1n contrast to these languages， no languages have been 
attested which only have Type B. This observation is also consistent with the above 
prediction， and gives further credence to the present analysis. 
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3.1.1.2.3.3 Type C vs. Type D 
Let us turn to the two types of derivative RCs (Types C and D) and see if the third 
prediction in (16c) is borne out. Type C is typically realized as an RC with a PP 
resultative predicate， and Type D as one with an AP predicate. As pointed out earlier， 
English basically. has both types of derivative RCs， over and above basic ones; recall 
(11). But there are also many RCs where a PP secondary pr・edicateis prefe1'red to an 
AP predicate， a few of which are given be1ow: 
(3う)a. Mary stabbed him {to death/?dead}. 
b. Nancy danced herse1f {to fame/*釦nous}.
c. Barbara cried herse1f {to sleep/*asleep}. 
1n (3うa)，fo1' example， the PP to death sounds better than the AP counterpa1't 
dead. Likewise for (3うb)and (3うc):the PP predicate is acceptable， whereas the 
corresponding AP predicate is not. That is， Type C tends to be judged better than or 
at least as good as Type D， aspredicted. 
This obse1'vation not simply confI.rms the present analysis， but also brings about some 
important imp1ications about the nature of syntagmatic redundancy as a constraint 
on semantic composition. Firstly， itshows that English (and several other "liberal" 
languages) rule(s) in some RCs with on1y partial or even no redundancy between the 
main verb and the secondary predicate. This suggests that syntagmatic redundancy is 
a soft constraint in the sense that it can be violated. Secondly， itshows that， among 
such derivative RCs that run afoul of the constraint in question， ones with a "milder" 
violation tend to be judged better than ones with a "severer" violation. This indicates 
that syntagmatic redundancy is a gradient rather than categorical constraint， in the 
sense that it measures and eva1uates the extent to which it is satisfI.ed or violated. 
For example， consider a case like (3うa)，where the main verb is a transitive. 1f the 
resultative predicate is a PP and encodes the patient's change of state， then it follows 
that the RC isofType C， and has partial overlap between the verb and the secondary 
predicate. On the other hand， ifthe secondary predicate is an Ap， then it turns out 
that the RC isof Type D， and has (almost) no overlap between the two predicates. 
This difference is described in (36): 
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(36) a. Type C (with a transitive) b. Type D (with a transitive) 
dead 
These two types of RCs thus differ in the extent to which syntagmatic redundancy is 
satistied， and their differ・encein judgment likely ref1ects it. 
In cases like (3うb)and (3うc)where the main verb is an unergative， the difference in 
acceptability is attributed to how big the gap is between the verb and the secondary 
predicate， rather than to how much they overlap. In (3うb)，for example， the PP-based 
and AP-based RCs have structures like the following: 
(37) a. Type C (with an unergative) b. Type D (with an unergative) 
dance to fame dance j'mnous 
t t 
Assuming that violations of syntagmatic redundancy are measured in terms of the 
width of the gap in semantic coverage between elements， then it follows that Type 
D breaches it more severely than Type C does. This is likely responsible for their 
difference in judgment. 
Even if RCs of Type D are not completely ruled out， they tend to be judged 
marginal， as illustrated in (38): 
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(38) a. ? The rooster crowed the children awake. 
b. ? Harry sneezed her handkerchief soggy. 
c. ?* In the movie's longest love scene， Troilus and Cressida kiss most 
audiences s司uirmy. Qackendoff 1990: 227， 234) 
This is also explained along the above line of reasoning. In (38a)， for example， there 
is (almost) no inherent semantic relation between 三row"and "awake"， although 
we know that making a loud noise could cause someone to wake up. That is， the 
two predicates share (almost) no information with each other， and run afoul of the 
constraint under discussion.τhe same is true for the pairs of predicates in (38b) and 
(38c).τhus the deviance of RCs like (38) suggests their correspondingly derivative 
status， and endorses the analysis that takes them as such on independent grounds. 
The arguments that have been given thus far are based on acceptability judgment 
data， but we can make similar arguments based on perfo1'mance data， too. Tsuzuki 
(2001， 2004) repo1'ts based on her co1'pus studies that PP p1'edicates are used in 
English RCs mo1'e f1'equently and productively than AP p1'edicates are. In the Banl王of
English co1'pus， fo1' example， she observes that the adjective asieφis only used in RCs 
with the verb rock twice， with iui once， and with cuddie once， whereas the PPωsiep 
is used with va1'ious verbs and much more frequently， which is shown in (39a)， whe1'e 
the numbers in parentheses indicate the number of times in which the p1'eceding verb 
is used with the phrase in question: 
(39) Frequency and Productivity of RCs with an AP/PP predicate 
a. asleep: 4 times with 4 verbs [rock (2)， iui (1)， cuddie (1)] 
to sleep: 207 times with 25 ve1'bs [cヮ(100)，iui (24)， rock (20)， etc.] 
b. silent: twice with 2 verbs [caim (1)， curse (1)] 
into silence:う timeswith 28 verbs [stun (13)， scare (4)， shock (4)， etc.] 
c. crispy: 3 times with 3 verbs [cook (1)， fiア(1)，saute (1)] 
to a crisp: 28 times with 9 verbs [burn (19)， roast (2)， bake (1)， etc.] 
(cf. Tsuzuki 2004: 114) 
There are many othe1' expressions that exhibit similar behavior， although there are 
some counterexamples， which wiU be taken up shortly. This observation thus lends 
further credence to the claim about a specific construction that the RC of Type D is 
more marked than that ofType C， and in turn to the claim about a general constraint 
on language that syntagmatic redundancy is basically required for the coherent 
integration of linguistic entities into a la1'ger chunk. 
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3.1.1.2.3.4 Summary 
Summarizing so far， this section has shown that the four types of RCs mostly behave 
in the way predicated in (16)， pointing out that their acceptability depends crucially 
on the degree of redundancy between the main verb and the secondary predicate. 
More specifically， Type A has almost complete overlap between the two predicates， 
and it is this large syntagmatic redundancy that gives it the most basic status and the 
widest crosslinguistic distribution. This is evidenced by fifteen languages' RCs (recall 
(6) -(8) and (19) -(30)). Type B also respects the constraint on redundancy， but to 
a lesser extent. The behavior of the very restrictive Romance languages is eXplained 
by assuming that they are sensitive to this slight decrease in semantic overlap. This 
analysis can also explain why the speakers of those languages favor RCs with a PP 
secondary predicate， which is illustrated by (32)ー (34)as well as (8). When it comes 
to Type C， the constraint in question is not satisfied completely any more: the main 
verb and the secondary predicate have only partial overlap， and the resultant state 
part is not shared any more. This smaller degree of syntagmatic redundancy explains 
why this type of RC ismore derivative than the preceding two types， and is not 
acceptable in "conservative" languages like ]apanese (recall (17) and (18). Type D 
has (almost) no semantic overlap between the two predicates. This (near-)absence of 
syntagmatic redundancy between them is responsible for the fact that RCs of this type 
are completely unacceptable in many languages. It also explains why they are often 
judged deviant even in "liberal" languages like English， especially when the secondary 
predicate is an AP， asshown in (3う)and (38). Their derivative status is also manifested 
by the relatively low frequency and productivity with which they are used in natural 
discourse， which is evidenced by (39). 
This series of arguments with corroborating evidence suggest that the present 
analysis is on the right track， and that syntagmatic redundancy is essential for a 
coherent integration of linguistic entities. As alluded to earlier， however， there are 
some RCs that appear inconsistent with it. The next section takes up such apparent 
problems， and suggests a solution to them. 
3.1.1.2.4 Apparent Problems 
There are three apparently problematic cases for the present analysis. One is where the 
constraInt on syntagmatic redundancy is completely satisfied， and yet the sentence is 
judged unacceptable. Another is the opposite case， where that constraint is breached， 
and the sentence is nevertheless acceptable. Simply claiming that it is a soft constraint 
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is not sufficient to explain why derivative RCs， which do not obey it， are acceptable 
in some languages (e.g.， English and German)， and not in others (e.g.， ]apanese and 
French)， and why not， say， vice versa. A third case appears the most serious， which is 
where RCs wIth les overlap between elements are judged better than ones with more 
overlap. Leaving the second case to section 3.1.2， let us here consider the first and 
third cases in order. 
3.1.1.2.4.1 Complete Overlap But Unacceptable 
The五rstproblem is illustrated by RCs like the following， where the secondary 
predicate completely overlaps in meaning with the maIn verb， and yet the sentence Is 
unacceptable: 
(40) a. *Harry destroyedl demolished/wrecked the car into bi臼.
(Jackendoff 1990: 117) 
b.本Thebuilders destroyed the warehouse flat/主osmithereens. 
c. *The Romans destroyed the city into ruins. (Levin 1993: 239) 
1n (40a)， for example， the secondary predicate into bits shares semantic information 
with the main verb destroyed/demolished/wrecked， and completely satisfies the constraInt 
on syntagmatIc redundancy. This RC thus appears to be an instance of the basic 
type， and is predicted to be acceptable. 1t is， however， judged otherwise. How can we 
reconcile the above analysIs wIth this observation? 
This is an apparent problem that arises丘oma misguided view that syntagmatic 
redundancy is the only constraInt that is responsible for the well-formedness of RCs. 
To be sure， that constraInt is critically important， but there are many other constraints 
with which it interacts in a complex wa予andthe acceptability judgment of a given 
expression comes out of their interaction. The constraint that is particularly relevant 
to this case is another constraint on semantic composition. 
Obviously， the reason why RCs like (40) are judged unacceptable is simply because 
the secondary predicate makes no elaboration on the semantic information provided 
by the main verb. Verbs of destruction like destroy and demolish， unlike more general 
change-of-state verbs like break and tear， encode a specific state that the patient ends 
up in. They mean by themselves that the patient gets into devastation. Adding 
a secondary predicate likeω bits to such verbs， therefore， does not contribute to 
increasing the amount of informatIon to be conveyed to the hearer， which is critical 
for a language as a communicative system. 
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Usually， combining linguistic entities (beyond the morpheme level) into a larger 
chunk does contribute to it. ThIs 1S presumably one of the main reasons why every 
human language is a combinatorial system. Given the strong generative power of 
combinatorial systems (cf. Miller 1967: 79-80， Pinker 1999: 6-7)， itis basically true 
that the larger amount of information can be conv句redby a combination of elements 
than by a single element， and that the amount of information conveyed increases along 
with the number of elements combined. For example， the noun phrase interesting 
idea has more information than the single noun idea， inthe sense that the former has 
more features than the latter that differentiate it from others， say， from uninter，訂ting
idea. The longer expression new interesting idea， inturn， has more information than 
interesting idea. Accordingly， itfollows that， the number of elements being equal， a 
combinatorial system has more expressive power than a non-combinatorial one does. 
For a language to work as a communicative means for a complex human society， it
needs to have a correspondingly large amount of expressive power. It thus makes sense 
that every human language adopts a powerful combinatorial system in the sense stated 
above; see section 4.2 for funher discussion of this Issue. 
This functIonal benefit of combinatoriality， however， only comes if each component 
element makes its own contribution to increasing the amount of information to be 
conveyed by the composire expression. Usually， rhis is achieved only if the meaning of 
one component element is neither completely identical with nor properly contained In 
that of the other. Taurological expressions like (40) are ruled out because they violare 
this basic constraint on semantic composition， although they satis今ar削 herbasic 
constraint on it: syntagmatic redundancy. 
Given this claim， one might point out that apparently tautological expressions like 
the following are sometimes used in natural discourse: 
(41) a. Guns kil1 robbers dead. 
(www.ravnwood.com/archives/004う38.php)
b. 1¥re discovered a bunch of tools that kil1 sp戸.varedead. 
(reviews-zdnet.com.com/4520-6033_16-4207267.hrml) 
c. Microso丘wantsto kil1 the BlackBerry dead with Windows Mobile 200う.
(www.engadget.com/entry/12340003770386う31)
These RCs appear similar to the ones in (40)， because the secondary predicate does 
not appear to elaborate on the Information provided by the main verb. The causatIve 
change-。ιstateverb kil means by itself that the patient becomes dead. It appears， 
therefore， rhat adding dead to it is as tautological as adding to bits to destroy. Why Isit， 
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then， that the RCs In (41) are acceptable， whereas the ones in (40) are not? Why not， 
say， vice versa? 
To make things (apparently) worse， ifthe secondary predicate dead Is replaced by to 
death， then the sentences are not judged acceptable any more: 
(42) a. *Guns kill robbers to death. 
b. *I've discovered a bunch of tools that kill sp戸iVareto death. 
c.勺叫lcroso丘wantsto kill the BlackBerry to death with Windows Mobile 
200う.
This observation appears inconsistent with the analysis presented above， because RCs 
with a PP predicate are judged worse than ones with the corresponding AP. Are these 
just rare examples that should be taken as exceptions? If not， how can we give them a 
reasonable explanation? These questions will be addressed in the next section. 
3.1.1.2.4.2 Less Overlap but Judged Better 
In fact， asalluded to earlier， English has several other examples of RC where the AP 
predicate is preferred to the PP counterpart. This fact has been uncovered by some 
previous studies (cf. Verspoor 1997; Tsuzuki 2001，2004; Boas 2003; Broccias 2003). 
For example， Tsuzuki has observed many RCs where dead is favored over ωdeath， a 
few of which are the following: 
(43) a. In the end， J uliette and her 丘Iendssend J ustIne outside during a 
thunderstorm and are pleased to see her struck {dead!??to death} by 
lightning. 
b. He lunged at her， knives flailing， and she fel {dead/*to death}. 
c. An apparendy healthy man who drops {dead/*to death} on a sports field 
could have been harbouring a "timebomb" heart condition. 
(cf. Tsuzuki 2004: 119-120) 
It seems， therefore， that the RC's occasional preference for an AP predicate is not just 
an idiosyncratic exception， but rather has some motivation(s). 
1 explore this possibility， suggesting that an AP四basedRC ispreferentially used 
if it Is motivated more strongly than the corresponding PP-based RC， which is 
otherwise favored by syntagmatic redundancy. That is， itonly emerges in cases where 
syntagmatic redundancy is in conflict with and gives way to some other motivation(s). 
Based on the observations and insights of Napoli (1992) and Tsuzuki (2001， 
2004)， 1 argue that one motIvation for the AP-based RC isendpoint focus. The 
basic observation they have made is that an AP-based RC isjudged better than 
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the corresponding PP戸basedRC in cases where it Is interpreted as focusing on the 
endpoint of the patient's change of state， rather than on the process of change. This Is 
because， insuch cases， the AP happens to fit perfectly with the focal point in terms of 
profiling， whereas the PP does not. As described above， the AP pinpoints the resultant 
state， whereas the PP profiles the change-of二statepart as well; recall (12). The use of 
the former thus helps foreground the focal point in question， whereas the use of the 
latter does not. 1f we assume a constraint requiring that focus be symbolized by a 
phrase whose profile五tswith it， and also assume that it works as a stronger motivation 
than syntagmatic redundancy in this particular situation， then the observation follows. 
There are at least two cases where an endpoint-focused context is set up naturally. 
One is where the patient' s change of state is instantaneous. 1n this case， the process 
of change Is so short in time that it is unlikely to receive the speaker's attention. The 
focus is rather likely directed to the endpoint of change: the patient's resultant state. 
lt is therefore predicted that an AP-based RC ispreferentially used in this situation 
than the corresponding PP-based RC. This prediction is borne out by RCs like (43). 
Tsuzuki (2004) observes that al of the AP-based RCs in (43) describe a situation 
where a patient dies instantaneously. For example， (43a) portrays a situation where a 
woman dies instantaneously as a result of being struck by lightening. The RCs in (43b/ 
c) are also expressions that describe the patient's sudden death. Hence the consistent 
use of dead in those RCs: it is more felicitous thanω death in such a situation， 
for the reason indicated above. This observatIon thus confirms the daim that the 
instantaneity of the patient's change of state sets up an endpoint-focused context， and 
that this is one situation where syntagmatic redundancy competes with and gives way 
to the constraint on focus-profile fitness. 
This reasoning is supported by the following RCs as well: 
(44) a. A bricklayer was stabbed to death yesterday. 
b. You know， we go out with 20 guys and we beat them to death・
c. This child is slowly starvingωdeath.τsuzuki 2004: 120) 
Tsuzuki perceptively points out that these sentences， in contrast to the above ones， 
describe situations where it usually takes some time for the patient to die; for example， 
it is unlikely that a child dies of hunger in an instance. 1n such situations， the PP to 
death is consistently used， asexpected. 
τhe effect of instantaneity is observed in ltalian， too. Recall that ltalian basically 
does not permit AP-based RCs; for example， RCs like (28b)， repeated here as (4うa)，
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are not acceptable: 
(4う)a.本Gianniha martellato il metallo piatto. 
'Gianni hammered the metal f1at.' (Napoli 1992: 65) 
1nterestingly， however， the sentence improves if the object or the verb is replaced by 
one that makes us expect that the patient changes into a f1at state instantaneously， 
which is illustrated by the following examples: 
(4う)b. ?Gianni ha mar記llatola carta stagnola piatta. 
'Gianni hammered the tin foil f1at.' 
c. ?Quella pressa idraulica ha pestato/pressato il metallo piatto (subito 
subito). 
'That hydraulic press smashed/pressed the metal f1at (in an instant).' 
(Napoli 1992: 77) 
1f one hammers on a sheet of tin foil， it is expected to get flatten by a single stroke. 1n 
the case of metal， we do not usually expect such an instant change， but we know that 
the use of a machine makes it likely. If an endpoint-focused context is set up this way， 
then even a 1conservative" language like 1talian shows something of a preference for 
an AP-based RC. This observation thus gives another endorsement to the above claim 
about competing motivations. 
A second endpoint-focused context is where the speaker emphasizes that the 
patient' s change of state is completed. The examples in (41) can be taken as 
representing this case. To be sure， they appear tautological， but redundantly specifying 
the endpoint of the patient's change of state by the AP predicate has the functIon 
of emphasizing the completion of the activity. That is， repetition of synonyms itself 
has a meaning/function. This is not uncommon， but is rather ubiquitous; consider 
reduplication for example. It turns out， therefore， that RCs like (41) do not violate 
the constraint on semantic composition suggested earlier: the addition of dead to kil 
does contribute to increasing the amount of information to be conveyed to the hearer. 
On the other hand， PP-based RCs like (42) are not suitable for this purpose， 
because the secondary predicate's profile does not fit well wIth the focal point. What 
is emphasized by repetition is the endpoint of change， not its process， which is profiled 
by the PP resultative predicateω death. Such PP-based RCs thus always lose out to 
the AP-based competitors in this particular context. 
Endpoint focus and focus-profile fitness are not the only motivations that compete 
with syntagmatic redundancy and are responsible for the selection of an AP resultative 
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predicate over the PP counterpart. It is not conceivable， for example， that the 
preference for an AP predicate in the following RCs is due to them: 
(46) a. He danced his feet sore/冗osoreness. (Verspoor 1997: 119) 
b. You've screamed yourself hoarse/河ohoarseness. 
c. Hargreave wiped his plate de組/可ode組1inesswith a piece of garlic 
bread. (Boas 2003: 128) 
すsuzuki(2004) argues that this should be attributed to economy， proposing a specific 
constraint to the following effect: if the morpheme (string) of an AP predicate is 
properly contained in that of the corresponding PP， then the latter cannot make its 
appearance as a resultative predicate. This is because， she argues， the use of the PP 
in such a case is uneconomical， and is blocked by the existence of the shorter (hence 
more economical) form. In (46a)， for example， the morpheme (string) of the AP 
predicate "sore" is properly contained in that of the corresponding PP predicate "to 
soreness". It thus follows that the former is preferentially used in RCs. She backs up 
this hypothesis by presenting corpus data where the overwhelming majority of RCs are 
consistent with it， part of which is given below: 
(47) a. to deanliness 0 vs. de姐 81[wipe (30)， wash (19)，βck (7)， etc.] 
b. to flatness 0 vs.自ほうア[初ock(19)， squash (9)， iron (3)， pack (3)， etc.] 
c. to unconsciousness 1 [strangle (1)] vs. unconscious 64 [knock (39)， 
beat (1)， んたん (4)，etc.] (Tsuzuki 2004: 114) 
APs of the type in question like clean， jlat and unconsci仰 areconsistently favored over 
the PP counterparts， inmarked contrast to the behavior of APs/PPs of the type that 
does not satisfy the morphological premise of the above constraint; compare (47) with 
(39). 
In the final analysis， it is true that there are some RCs where an AP predicate is 
preferred to the PP counterpart， but they only emerge if syntagmatic redundancy is 
in conf1ict with and gives way to some other motivation(s). The existence of such 
apparent counterexamples， therefore， does not necessarily undermine the validity of the 
above analysis. It should rather be taken as suggesting that syntagmatic redundancy is 
a crucial but violable constraint that interacts with others in the Optimality-Theoretic 
fashion. Notice that if one abandons it altogether and simply assumes that RCs are 
al idiosyncratic expressions， then he/she would fail to capture the wide range of 
observations presented in the preceding sections， induding the robust implicational 
variations that RCs exhibit within and across languages. This section has therefore 
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suggested and pursued an Optimality-Theoretic approach， showing that it allows us to 
explain data-independently why itis that unless otherwise motivated， RCs behave in the 
way predicted by the constraint on syntagmatic I吋undancy.
3.1.1.3 Reasons for Having Received Little Attention 
This section has argued that syntagmatic redundancy is essential for language， showing 
that its empirical effects are widely observed within and across languages. Despite 
its essential nature and pervasive distribution， however， syntagmatic redundancy has 
not been recognized as such by al Iinguists; the majority seem to have even paid no 
attention to it.15 Why is It that syntagmatic redundancy has escaped many linguists' 
attention? It might be partly because many linguists have held a misguided view that 
human languages are redundancy-丘e.The arguments given in this section， however， 
suggest otherwIse: they are highly redundant， atleast on the syntagmatic dimension. 
Another reason might be the deceiving nature of syntagmatic redundancy. It is 
essential for the integration of linguistic pieces into a larger chunk on the syntagmatic 
dimension， b以 thered仰 dantpart is seeming今11山必Leas such in the integrated 
form. ltおlikethe part 0/ pieces 0/ a papercraft that is reserved for glue -essential to put 
pieces together， but invisible as such in the end product. This immanent and seemingly 
invisible property of syntagmatic redundancy may have blinded many linguists to 
its existence. Once it is unmasked， however， itmay lead us to the resolution of two 
apparently inconsistent notions: redundancy and economy. This avenue will be 
explored in section 4. 
3.1.2 Paradigmatic Redundancy 
3.1.2.1 The Nature and Distribution 
Languages are paradigmatically redundant as weU， inthe sense that pivotal information 
is coded multiply by a set of entities in the paradigmatic relation. For example， 
consider a set of spatial prepositions like on and under， alof which encode the general 
semantic information SPATIAL RELATION BETWEEN TWO OB]ECTS; that is， they encode it 
redundantly on the paradigmatic dimension. Their paradigmatic redundancy can be 
described by a diagram like the following: 
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(48) 
under 
k in the case of syntagmatic redundanC)ら theredundant coding of information by a set 
of entities is depicted by the overlap of ovals， but they are arranged vertically this time， 
thereby indicating their paradigmatic relation. Such redundantly information-coding 
entities constitute a system in the sense stated earlier， and thus their paradigmatic 
redundancy represents another instance of intra-system redundancy. 
Such a set of relational words in the paradigmatic relation share not only the overall 
schematic information but also the elaboration sites， the facets of the semantic structure 
that are to be elaborated by other elements， typically by their argument(s) (Langacker 
1987: chapter 8). In other words， they are aligned with one another in terms of 
variable as well as constant parts， thereby constituting a category with collective 
variables. This property allows them to be integrated with some other elements on 
the syntagmatic dimension in a uniform fashion， thereby forming larger entities of 
the same type， such as a book on the desk and a table under the lamp. Such complex 
entities have multiple redundancies among their elements on both the syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic dimensions， which is shown by the slightly elaborated diagram in (49). 
(49) 
under 
This section argues that paradigmatic as well as syntagmatic redundancy is essential 
for a language as a complex combinatorial system， and plays a crucial role in the 
segmentation and combination of elements. More specifically， itargues for a constraint 
requiring that the elements of a language system be (unless otherwise motIvated) 
maximally redundant with one another on the paradigmatic dimension， where the 
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degree of redundancy is measured in terms of the ratIo of the number of elements 
to the number of features that differentIate them from one another. This idea is 
essentially the same as Clements's (2003) "feature economy"， though di百erentin the 
range of application.16 Given this constraint， itfollows that， the number of features 
being equal， the more elements a paradigmatic system has， the more redundancy 
it has. The number of elements being equal， on the other hand， the degree of 
redundancy increases in inverse proportion to the number of features that are required 
to differentiate them from one another. This cωonstraむ11瓜tt出hu山smotivates t出hes叩pe伺ak王C口r. 
tωo carve up the wor目.圃幽ldInto segments in a way t出ha抗tmτna以Xlml立ze白st出he叩irnumbe訂rWl比thlea邸st
features， thereby increasing the degree of redundancy among them.17 They are in turn 
combined into larger chunks on the syntagmatic dimension in such a way that higher四
order paradigmatic redundancy emerges maximally. This mode of segmentation 
and combination consequent1y gives rise to a system with paradigmatically well-
aligned and strongly interdependent elements. This reasoning is corroborated by the 
observation that paradigmatic redllndancy among linguistic entities and their strong 
interdependency are observed pervasively within and across languages. 
The examples presented above happen to represent paradigmatic redllndancy at the 
levels of simple lexical elements and their combination in English， bllt it manifests 
itself at both lower and higher levels as well， and in many other langllages， too. For 
example， the consonantal inventories of the world's langllages illustrate paradigmatic 
redllndancy at the level of phonological segments， which spontaneollsly emerges as the 
effect of the constraint suggested just above. Consider first the following consonantal 
inventories of hypotheticallangllages， where the columns and rows in the inventories 
indicate the place and manner of articulation， respectively， and asterisks are meant to 
show the absence of the phonemes in the positions that they occupy: 
(う0) Consonantal Inventories ofHypothetical Languages 
a. Consonantal Inventory 1 
P 木本 t *本 k * * 
b *本 d * * g * * 
m 水車 n * *日* * 
b. Consonantal Inventory 2 
本本車水 t *本
b 本 12 * * * g 
I弓本 n * J1本
q ? 
本〉ド
本〉ド (Lindblom 1992: 137) 
The consonantal inventory in (ラOa)appears to constitllte a well-aligned system， 
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whereas that in (うOb)appears to be just a random list of segments. This apparent 
big difference In systematicity between them can be quantified as the degree of 
redundancy. Assuming three place-of-articulation features (bilabial， alveolar and velar) 
and two manner-of-articulation features (voice and nasal)， then the segment/feature 
ratio of the consonantal inventory in (50a) is 9/う;that Is 1.8. On the other hand， 
that of the inventory in (うOb)is， wIth sIx additIonal place-。ιarticulationfeatures， 
9/11 or only about 0.82. This means that the former has a much higher degree of 
paradigmatic redundancy than the latter does. 
In fact， asis well-known， human languages strongly tend to have a highly (if not 
completely) systematic paradigm similar to (うOa)，rather than a random list like (うOb)，
as exemplified by the following consonantal inventories of actuallanguages (see Sapir 
1921: chapter 8; Trubetzkoy 1969[1939]: chapter 3; Postal1968: chapters 4 and 8; 
Lindblom 1992; and Clements 2003 for other examples): 
(う1) Consonantal Inventories of Actual Languages 
a. Consonantal (Nasal) Inventory of Sui 
m n Jl 1] 
1lJ♀ D IJ 
紅1 n B 日
b. Consonantal (Affricate) Inventory of Chipewyan 
!8 ts cl 可
!8 h ts b clh 可b
!8' tsl cl' 可t
c. Consonantal (Stop) Inventory of Alawa 
b d d 9 g 
Il1b nd Qd f.19 IJg 
m n 1} lf 1] (Lindblom 1992: 137) 
Why Is it 出ha抗tthe c∞onsonantal inventories of the woωrld's lan宅gua唱ge白stend to be so well-
aligned? Wもheredoes this exquIsite sy.戸r芯st臼ema抗叩ticit守ycome f丘}ぬom?lt is due to the strong 
i山n則lter此 pende問 ramo月 segments:what sef}仰 lta given 仇~guage has depends stro1'!gウ
on what other segments it has.18 What， then， makes them so dependent on one another? 
It is the multiple paradigmatIc redundancy among them， which Is in turn attributed to 
the constraint proposed above. Given that constraint， "the consonantal sound space" 
is carved up Into segments in such a way that they are maximally redundant with one 
another. Consonants thus segmented inevitably share information with many other 
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consonants， where information can be formulated in terms of features of the place 
and manner of articulation. For example， each nasal of Sui (a Tai languag吋shares
a place-of-articulation feature with two other・nasalsand a manner-of-articulation 
feature with three others. Assuming foむrplace-of-articulation features (bilabial， 
alveolar， palatal and velar) and two manner-of-articulation features (voice and creak)， 
then the segment/feature ratio of the nasal system in Sui is 12/6 or 2， a high degree of 
paradigmatic redundancy. The as丘icatesof Chipewyan (an Athapaskan language) also 
take a three七y-foursystem with the same degree of paradigmatic redundancy. Alawa 
(an Australian language) has a system of stops with a higher degree of paradigmatic 
redundancy， which is， with five place・"。ιarticulationfeatures and two manner-of-
articulation features， 1う/アorabout 2.14. 
In general， it is exceedingly rare that a given consonant is completely independent 
of other members of the inventory.19 To put it conversely， phonological features 
strongly tend to be coded by several consonants， ifat all. That is， the consonantal 
system of each language strongly tends to have muItiple paradigmatic redundancy. It 
is this redundancy that works as the force for attracting consonants to one another， 
thereby constituting a system with paradigmatically well-aligned and interdependent 
elements. The systematicity of the consonantal inventories of the world's languages 
can thus be taken as another piece of evidence for paradigmatic redundancy， and in 
turn for the above constraint that is primarily responsible for its emergence. Similar (if 
not exacdy the same) arguments can be and are made based on the vowel inventories 
of the world's languages (Kiparsky 1968/1982， de Boer 2001) and on their prosodic 
structures as well (Miyakoshi 200うb).
Over and above a set of elements that share only semantic information (like the 
words in (48/49)) and ones that share only phonological informatIon (like the 
consonants in (う1))，languages also have a number of elements that share a sound-
meaning association pattern on the paradigmatic dimension. That is， paradigmatic 
redundancy displays itself at the symbolic as well as semantic and phonological 
structures. For example， consider English verbs with a semi-regular past tense form 
like sing-sang and ring-rang. Such pairs of verb forms (or sets of lexica 
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(う2)
smg 
/ rn/ / an/ - - モ一一今 一'
PROCESS [PRESENT] -PROCESS [PAST] 
nng 
These particular verbs happen to share sound-meaning association patterns at the level 
of individual lexical items: sing and ring share a symbolic pattern， and so do sang and 
rang: / _ IlJ / -PROCESS [PRESENT]， and /一向/-PROCESS [PAST]， respectively. But more 
important is 1引 hertheir sharing of a symbolic association pattern at a higher level: 
the pairs of verb forms (sing-叫 ngand ring-rang) share a higher-order symbolic pattern: 
/ _ IlJ/ -PROCESS [PRESENT] +--+ /一 alJ/戸内OCESS[PAST]. It is the sharing of this higher-
order sYlnbolic pattern that the above diagram is meant to highlight. As ]ackendoff 
has pointed out， languages are abundant with such lexical items that share higher-
order symbolic information on the paradigmatic dimension (Jackendoff 197う， 1997: 
chapter 5 -7， 2002: chapter 6). This observation confirms that the constraint on 
paradigmatic redundancy has an effect on the level of sYInbolic structure as well. 
The redundant coding of information by linguistic entities in the paradigmatic 
relation and their resulting strong interdependency are observed at the grammatical as 
well as lexicallevel. Here again， resultatives provide a case in point. 
3.1.2.2 Case Study: Resultatives 
Recall that derivative RCs are acceptable in some languages， but not in others. For 
example， English RCs of Types C/D like MaJアslappedthe child into silence and Beth 
cried herぞyesred are acceptable， but the ]apanese counterparts are not. However， in 
fact， ]apanese has a different type of constructIon with which certain change戸。ιstate
events can be depicted. It is a resultative verbal compound construction (RCC/VCC) 
like the ones in (う3)，which correspond to the English RCs ofTypes C/D in (う4):
(う3)]apanese Resultative Compound Construction 
a. Itiroo ga n1usi 0 tataki-korosi-ta. [S-O-[v Vt-Vt] ] 
Ichiro-NOM bugs-ACC beat-kill-PAsT 
b. Ziroo ga doa 0 osi-ake-ta. 
]iro-NOM door-ACC push-open (VJ-PAST 
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(う4) English (Derivaまive)Resulta出re
a. John heat the bugs to death. [S-V-O-SP] 
b. Bil pushed the door open. 
That is， the English RC covers a broader range of change-of-state events than the 
]apanese RC does， and ]apanese compensates for It by the RCC to some degree. The 
crucial di百erencebetween these two types of resultatives lies in the second predicate: it 
is a nonverbal predicate (a PP or an AP) in the RC， whereas It is a causative transitive 
verb in the RCC. As pointed out in the preceding section， the former only encodes 
the patient's resultant state (and its change of state at most)， and the latter covers the 
entire causative event， including the agent's action against the patient. Based on the 
diagrams presented earlier， the two constructions are described in (うう)• 
(うう)a. English RC (ofType C) 
beat ωdeath 
b. ]apanese 1ミCC
tatiki-korosu 
beat-kill 
Here arises a question: Why isit that English and ]apanese encode change-of-
state events in the way they do? To put it more specificall)らdespitethere being many 
other logical possibilities， why is it that certain types of change-。ιstateevents are 
conventionally described by the RC in English， whereas ]apanese adopts the RCC to 
do it? Particularly， the English coding pattern needs to be eXplained for the reason 
stated earlier: it appears not to satis今theconstraInt on syntagma:tic redundancy 
completely. 
One might here cast doubt on the validity of posing this question itself， claiming 
that the resultative (RC or RCC) is not the only way of describing change-of-state 
events， but there are many other options available in each language. Let me first 
answer this query， and then address the above question. To be sure， asLangacker has 
repeatedly and convincingly argued， one can conceive and portray a given situation 
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in alternate ways (Langacker 1987: chapter 3; 1991: chapters 7 and 8; 1993a; 1997， 
2000a; 2000b: chapter 7). For example， one can portray the above change-of-state 
event by passive (in stead of active) constructIons like "The bugs were beaten to death 
fちIJohn}". One can also corは ptualizeIt at les specific levels， and describe it just by 
saying "Someone did something" or "Something happened ". This f1exibility in construal 
and description is undoubtedly an important aspect of human language. 
This does not mean， however， that one can conceive and portray a given situation 
in any way. For example， one cannot describe the change目。ιstateevent in question b)ら
say， the RCC in English or the (derivative) RC in ]apanese. Each language imposes 
strong constraints on the speaker's mode of conceiving/portraying a given situation. 
As ]akobson points out， languages differ not in what informatIon they can convey， 
but rather in what Information they must convey (Jakobson 19721198う:110).Ifone 
Is to describe the above event wIth a certain extent of specificIty in English， then he/ 
she must resort to the RC with a secondary predicate， asopposed to the RCC with a 
causative verb. The opposite is true in ]apanese. Why Isit? Why not， say， vice versa? 
This question remains to be answered. 
Note here that this question is beyond the scope of syntagmatic redundancy， 
because it only requires a certain extent of semantic overlap between entities in the 
syntagmatic relation， and gives system-independent preference to their combination 
patterns based on the degree of their redundancy: basically， the more overlap， the more 
preferable in any language system. For example， ifa (derivative) RC competes with 
the corresponding RCC within one language， and if the competition is only judged by 
syntagmatic redundancy， then the RCC would always be favored. Since the (derivative) 
RC has a smaller extent of syntagmatic redundancy than the corresponding RCC， 
there would be no way that the RC wins out: compare (うa)and (う b)for example. 
Therefore， some other constraint is required to give a reasonable answer to the above 
question， and it needs to be system-dependent in nature， since the inherent limitation of 
syntagmatic redundancy is Its system-independency. 
This Is where the constraint on paradigmatic redundancy comes in. Given that 
constraint， itfollows that grammatical constructions， just like morphologi 
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undergo a change of location in space (Miyakoshi 1993， 1999， 2005a). Their close 
relation is characterized by the familiar metaphor: CHANGE OF STATE IS CHANGE OF 
LOCATION (Goldberg 1995: chapter 3). 
日ow，then， are such motion events conventIonally encoded in each language? 
English encodes them by verb-particle constructions (VPCs) like (う6)，whe1'eas 
]apanese employs VCCs like (57) fo1' that purpose: 
(う6) English Verb-Partide Construction 
a. ] ohn pushed the boy down. 
b. Bil kicked the ball out. 
[5-V-O-P(article)P] 
(うプ) Japanese Verbal Compound Construction 
a. Itiroo ga shoonen 0 osi-taosi-ta. [5四O-[yV[ -Vr]] 
Ichi1'o-NOM boy-ACC push-cause to fall-PAsT 
b. Ziroo ga booru 0 keri-dasi-ta. 
]iro-NOM ball-ACC kick-cause to go out-PAST 
These two coding patterns of motion events are described in (58)， where the patient's 
change of location is indicated by a solid line instead of a dashed one. 
(う8) CausatIve Motion Event 
h 
J 
English Pattern 
"f 
push down 
量砂
???????
?
?
?
?
??
?????????
?
?
?
??
?
?、?? ??
Once one of these constructions is strongly entrenched in the grammar， then it 
works as an "attractor" or "magnet"， motIvating the speaker to encode related change-
of-state events in such a way that paradigmatic redundancy emerges maximally. 
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Specifically) once the VPC is strongly established in the English grammar) then 
change-of-state events come to be coded in such a way that a new construction 
is maximally redundant with It. Consequently) a (derivative) RC like (う4)is 
incorporated into the grammarフasif it is attracted to the magnet construction: the 
VPC.20 In ]apanese) on the other hand， the VCC for motion events functions as an 
at訂正tor)thereby entraining a resultative VCC for change-of-state events like (う3)Into 
the grammar. This Is because such a mode of grammatical development contributes 
to enhancing the degree of paradigmatic redundancy of the overall system. In both 
cases， the attractor/magnet constructions have syntagmatic redundancy to a certaIn 
extentフandthus the resultatives based on them consequently inherit the same extent 
of syntagmatIc redundancy. In short) capitalizing on the commona五ワザthetwo types 0/ 
events， each language develops a pair 0/ parad~汐1aticalウ redundantconstructi01仏 each0/ 
which is sy仰 :gmaticalウredundant.The overall picture is described by the diagram in 
(う9)，where the left side represents the English coding pattern， and the right side the 
]apanese pattern， which are labeled Types αand s ， respectively.21 
(うり)
Paradigl1臼tic
iミedul1danじy
a. Type α 
(e.g. English) 
causalJveじhange-of-Iocationevent 
日吉
hh 
J 九
時、/
日-~
b. Type s 
(e.g. ]apanese) 
昼 Paradiglllatic
Redundancy 
This constitutes a (partial) answer to the question raised above: Why isit that English 
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and ]apanese encode change-oιstate events in the way they do? 22 
In the case of grammatical constructions like these， it is not so easy to qωntify 
the degree of redundancy as in the case of phonological segments. It could perhaps 
be measured as the ratio of the number of constructions to the number of coding 
patterns. Applying this tentative measure to the case at hand， one might be able to say 
that both English and ]apanese have two constructions sharing one coding pattern， 
and that the construction/coding pattern ratio is 211 or 2. This is the value at the 
type level， and the ratio should be much higher at the token level， because there are a 
great number of Instances of those constr・uctions:e.g・，pick tザ，throw away， draw in， 
etc. for the English VPC. In either・case，admittedly， this tentative measure is yet to be 
reformulated more rigorously， but it should be clear that the notIon of paradigmatic 
redundancy plays a crucial role at the grammatical as well as lexicallevel. 
Another point to be noted here is that the lTIotion constructions， on which the 
resultatives are based， are not system-independent universal attractors that work as 
such in every language， but are rather system-dependent in nature. This suggests 
that what is the "basic" or "unmarked" may differ dφending on the particuル language.
This system-dependent characterization of markedness should be contrasted wIth the 
system-independent uniform characterization made earlier in terms of syntagmatic 
redundancy. The markedness o[ a given ling仰 ticentity (phonological， semantic， or 
symboliりshouldbe characterized by the interaction ofsuch system-independent and system-
dependent jみ仰灯・
Note also that grammatIcal development based on such system-dependent attractors 
is guided by a general constraint that is assumed to be universally applicable to any 
language -the one that requires maximal paradigmatic redundancy of the overall 
system. It Is therefore predicted that individual coding patterns of change目。ιlocation/
state events may vary from language to language， but the strong dependency between 
motion and resultative constructions holds constant in any language (unless motivated 
otherwise by some other constraint(s)). To put it more generally， the invariant 
regularity is in the relation between the elements of each language， -although it may 
not necessarily hold among the elements themselves. 
This prediction Is also b 
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symbolic items on the syntagmatic dimension). Consider the following German VPC 
and RC， comparing them with the English counterparts in (う6)and (う4):
(60) Ger踊 anVerb-Partide and Resultative Constructions 
a. ]ohn hat den ]ungen nieder-geschlagen. [S-O-[y PrtVJJ 
has the boy down pushed 
']ohn pushed the boy down.' 
b. ]ohn hat den ]ungen tot-geschlagen. [S-O-[y AdjVtJJ 
has the boy dead knocked 
']ohn knocked the boy dead.' 
The change-。ιlocation/stateevents are encoded by the VPC and the RC in German 
as well as in English， though the syntactic position of the particle/adjective is different 
in this case.23 That is， German adopts the coding pattern ofTypeαin (う9a)，just as 
English does. Other Germanic languages exhibit similar behavior. 
Igbo， a Benue-Congo language， behaves like ]apanese， and is categorized into Type 
s in(う9b).Consider the following VCCs for example: 
(61) IgもoVerbal Compound Construction 
a. O 加-fu-ru akwukwo. [S-[y VtVt]-O] 
he throw-lost-fact paper 
'He threw away the paper. 
b. o ti-gbu-ru nwoke ahu. [S-[y VtVJ-O] 
he hit-lζill-fact man that 
'He beat that man to death.' (Lord 197う:2う， 28)
As in ]apanese (recall (う7)and (う3))，the two types of events are encoded by a 
compound with two transitive verbs in this language. They are thus alike in terms 
of conceptualizatIon， though different in linearizatIon: the verb follows its object in 
]apanese， but precedes it in Igbo. Korean and Sranan (a creole based on English and 
Dutch， and spoken in South America) also belong to this type (Baker 1989). 
Yoruba， another Benue-Congo language， provides an example of a third type， which 
1 cal Type y. It encodes change-of-location/state events by serial verb constructIons 
(SVCs) like the following: 
(62) YonゐaSerial Verb Consttuction 
a. Olu ti omo naa subu. [S回Vt-O-VJ
Olu push child the fal 
'Olu pushed the child down.' 
b. Olu lu maaku ku. [S-Vt-O-VJ 
Olu beat cow die 
'Olu beat the cow dead.' (Baker 1989:う29，う47)
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The crucial difference from the preceding two types is in the second predicate: it is an 
intransitive (more precisel匹unaccusative)verb， asopposed to a norトverbalpredicate 
(particle/AP/PP) or a transitive verb. By elaborating the diagram in (59)， one can put 
this third coding pattern in the picture， asshown in (63). 
(63) causative chllnge-ol二!ocatIollev巴nt
J 
日空212h
MZ 
島出
b. Type s 
(e.g. Japanese) 
" t ノ
日 2
日マ5ふ)
The verbal status of the second predicate ofType y isindicated by drawing the oval in 
a way that includes the time arrow， incontrast to the oval for the non-verbal secondary 
predicate ofTypeα， which is portrayed above the arrow (recall the descriptive notes for 
the diagrams in (10) and (12). ~dó (a Kwa language)， Chinese， and perhaps Miskitu (a 
Misumalpan language) also fal into this category; see Stewart (2001) for .tdo， Li(1993) 
for Chinese， and Hale (1991) for Miskitu. 
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3.1.2.3 Summary 
We have seen how change-oE♂location and change戸of-stateevents are encoded by 
the world's lang凶 ges，classifシingtheir coding patterns into three m司ortypes. This 
observation gives some extent of confirmation to the claim that the strong dependency 
between motion and resultative constructions tends to be constant across languages， 
although the individual constructions themselves are rather di百erent. It in turn lends 
funher credence to the idea of paradigmatic redundancy and system-dependency 
proposed above， because the strong dependency between the two constructions is 
attributed to their paradigmatic redundancy， and in turn to the constraint that ensures 
its emergence. It turns out， therefore， that the crosslinguistic variation in resultatives 
constitutes yet another piece of evidence for paradigmatic (as well as syntagmatic) 
redundancy， and for the fundamental constraint on it. 
Despite its essential nature and pervasive distribution， paradigmatic as well as 
syntagmatic redundancy has commanded litle attention relative to its importance. 
]ust as in the case of syntagmatic redundancy， this is likely due to its immanent nature 
and the misguided view of redundancy， inthe sense stated above. 
This series of observations and considerations lead us to a (tentative) conclusion， 
which is radically different from the widely-held view on redundancy. (Intra-system) 
Redundancy is not trivial and unnecessar匹butis rather essential and indispensable 
for language. It works as a pivot around which related entitIes are arranged， and as 
the basis on which they are integrated. lt Is due to this property that every language 
consists of interdependent elements (recall ]akobson and Waugh's claim quoted 
earlier). Redundancy is so naturally interwoven into the structures of a language that 
its existence tends to be overlooked. If examined carefully， however， itturns out to be 
omnipresent in language. 
3.2 Inter-System Redundancy 
Inter-system redundancy， on the other hand， issuch that the same information is 
coded by two or more entities that belong to distinct and independent systems. That 
is， itIs redundancy across systems・ Forexample， consider the following set of rather 
trivial sentences in ]apanese， where the acceptability is judged as a question sentence， 
and LH and LL in the glosses are meant for rising and flat low tones at the end of 
sentence， respectively: 
(64) 
a. Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta-ka. 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PASτ~PTC(LH) 
'Did Ichiro come yesterday?' 
b. Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta. 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PAST-(LH) 
c. ? Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta-ka. 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PAST-PTC(L) 
d.本}くinoo Itiroo e:a kimasi-ta. 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PAST -(LL) 
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Presence of Sentence-Fina1 
良ising Partide 
Yes Yes 
Yes No 
No Yes 
No No 
As indicated after the sentences， their acceptability differs depending on the presence/ 
absence of the sentence-final particle and rising intonation. If a sentence has the 
particle ka and is pronounced with a rising intonation， then it is judged perfectly 
acceptable as a question sentence， asshown in (64a). Even if that particle is omitted 
(which is often the case in colloquial speech)， the sentence is acceptable as long as it 
is uttered with a rising intonation at the end of sentence， asin (64b). However， the 
acceptabiliry degrades to some extent in a converse case like (64c)， where the sentence 
has the particle in question but lacks a rising Intonation: it sounds like a confirmation 
sentence. When itcomes to a sentence like (64d) that lacks both the final particle and 
rising intonation， itis judged completely unacceptable as a question sentence (though， 
of course， perfectly acceptable as a declarative sentence). 
This observation suggests that the notion of QUESTION is prototypically coded 
by both the sentence-final particle and rising intonation in ]apanese. To be sure， 
the rising intonation can code it alone， asevidenced by (64b). But this does not 
necessarily entail that the particle ka does not perform the QUESTION-coding function 
at all. It does， although its effect is not so strong as the rising intonation， asshown by 
the slight difference in acceptabiliry between (64b) and (64c). That is， a protorypical 
question sentence like (64a) has redundancy to some extent， and the sentence becomes 
les prototypical and les acceptable as the degree of redundancy decreases. 
What type of redundancy is it， then? Note that the two redundant QUESTION-
coding entitIes belong to distinct and independent systems or "tiers". The presence/ 
absence of the sound /ka/ is a matter of the segmental system!tier， whereas the 
difference in pitch contour is a matter of a prosodic system: the tonal tier. As has 
been argued in autosegmental phonology since Goldsmith (1976/1979)， those two 
tiers are independent of each other. Thus， aslong as certain conditions are met，24 a 
tone， a prosodic entiry， can be associated with a (sequence of) segment(s)， irrespective 
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of its(their) particular properties， and vice versa. For example， a high tone can be 
assocIated not only with the particular sound /ka/， but also with other sounds like /ki/， 
/se/， etc. Conversely， these particular segmental entIties can be associated with any 
other tone as well as with a high tone. That is， the segmental and tonal tiers are co-
existing but independent systems， and the redundancy of the two QUESTION-coding 
entItIes under discussion ranges across them・ItIs therefore inter-ザ'stemredundancy. 
Their redundancy and its inter-system nature can be depicted by the autosegmental 
representation in (6う)， where the two perpendicular lines are meant for assocIatIon 
lines linking tones and TBUs， and the overlapping ovals indicate that the notion of 
QUESTION Is coded redundantly by two distinct entities In independent systems. 
(6ラ)
.... coding QUESTION by the particle ka 
Segmental System: 
Tonal System: 
coding QUESTION by rising intonation 
This type of inteトsystemredundancy is not rare and special， but is rather common 
and normal. In general， prototypical elements of a language， lexical or grammatical， 
are the ones on which several requirements from distinct systems converge. Less 
prototypical and marginal elements， on the other hand， only respect fとwerconstrain ts; 
they do not necessarily violate al of them. Their prototypicality/acceptability 
degrades along with the number of constraints that they fail to satis今simultaneously.
This amounts to saying that the redundant coding of information across independent 
systems is the norm in language， and that the prototypicality/acceptability of linguistic 
entities lessens along with the decrease of redundancy. 
This view Is not entirely novel. It parallels Sadock' s theory of "autole】cicalsyntax" 
(Sadock 1983， 1984， 1991) and Jackendoff's idea of "preference rule systems" 
(Jackendoff 1990: section 1.7.3). Matsumoto (1996) has also advanced a similar 
idea， analyzing complex predicates in terms of it. And above al， Optimality Theory 
has been pursuing this line of inquiry， applying it to an increasingly wide range of 
linguistic phenomena (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004， McCarthy 2003， and many 
others). In the fields of psycholinguistics， too， similar theoretical models have been 
developed; see Bates and MacWhinney's Competition Model for language processing 
(MacWhinney and Bates 1989)， and Hollich and his associates' Emergentist CoalitIon 
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Model for language acquisition (Hollich et al. 2000). Their arguments thus dovetail 
nicely with the present one in many respecrs. 
The optimization of the overall systenl along with the redundant coding of 
information across independent subsystems has been observed in other cognitive 
systems as well as language. For exalnple， researchers of vision have shown that depth 
perception is achieved by integrating multiple cues from distinct visual subsystems 
that work in parallel， such as binocular parallax， highlighrlshading， texture， occlusion， 
motion， and so forth (Bulthoff 1991). This observation suggests that the visual system 
also has inter-systemredundancy， and that it is a domain-general property of cognitive 
systems. 
lt is not uncommon that a sentence has both intra-and inter-system redundancies， 
and is triply redundant. One can easily make up sentences with such triple redundancy， 
for example， by simply replacing the proper noun in (64) with a wh-word， asshown 
in (66)， where the abbreviations Wh， LH and Prt in the upper right-hand corner are 
meant for the presence of a wかword，the sentence-final rising intonation， and the 
partide ka， respectively. 
(66) Presence of 
Wh LH 
a. Kinoo dare ga kimasi-ta-ka. Yes Yes Yes 
Yesterday whO-NOM come-PAST-PTC(LH) 
?Who came ydeasrte rday? 
b. Kinoo dare ga kimasi-ta. Yes Yes No 
Yesterday whO-NOM come-PAST(LH) 
c. Kinoo dare ga kimasi -ta-ka. Yとs No Yes 
Yesterday WhO-NOM come-PAST-PTC(L) 
d. Kinoo dare ga kimasi-ta. Yes No No 
Yとsterday whO-NOM come-PAST(LL) 
e. Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta-ka. No Yes Yes 
YesterIdchay i roIcfliro-NOM come-PAST-PTC(LH) 
'Did Ichiro come yesterday? 
f. Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta. No Yes No 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM coロle-PAST-(LH)
g. ?Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta-ka. No No Yes 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PAST-PTC(L) 
h.本Kinoo Itiroo ga kimasi-ta. No No No 
Yesterday Ichiro-NOM come-PAST(LL) 
Note that the sentence in (66a) is triply redundant in the sense that the notion 
of QUESTION is coded three times: by (i) the wh-word dare 'who¥(ii) the sentence-
final rising intonation， and (ii) the particle ka. The power of a wh-word for coding 
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QUESTJON Is so strong that a word like dare 'who' can code it alone. This is evidenced 
by the fact that a sentence like (66d) is acceptable， ifnot natural， despite its lacking 
both the sentence-final particle and rising intonation. This does not necessarily entail， 
however， that they do not code QUESTION at all. They do. Their effects emerge as the 
Increase of naturalness in (66b and c). The wh-question sentence with the final particle 
in (66c) is judged more natural than the one without it in (66d)， just as the non-wh-
question sentence with it in (64c166g) is better than the one without it in (64d/66h). 
The sentence with a rising intonation in (66b) sounds even better; almost as natural 
as (66a)， atleast in colloquial speech， just as the non-wh-question sentence with it in 
(64b/66f) sounds much better than (64c166g) and almost as natural as (64a/66e). 
This series of observations bring us to the same conclusion as above: redundant 
coding is prototypical， and along with the decrease of redundancy， the acceptability/ 
naturalness of the expression degrades. 
The set of examples examined above happens to represent a case where the effects 
of redundant information-coding are simply additive， inthe sense that they are not 
in conf1ict with one another， and that the overall coding power increases cumulatively 
with the number of times in which the redundant entities occur. But there are also 
cases where the effects of inter-system redundancy are sometimes in conflict with 
each other， although they prototypically work in harmony. For example， consider the 
following simple transitive sentence in ]apanese: 
(67) a. Hanalωga Itiroo 0 alSitelru. 
Hanal王O-NOM Ichiro-ACC love 
'Hanako loves Ichiro.' 
On syntactic， morphological， and semantic grounds， itis reasonable to assume that 
the thelnatic roles of the two arguments in this sentence are coded redundantly by two 
independent means: syntactic constituent ordering and morphological case marking. 
Note first that the basic constituent order in ]apanese is SOv， and that the subject and 
object of a transitive verb typically encode the agent/experiencer and patient!theme 
of the event depicted by it， respectively. We can thus expect that it is partly based on 
constituent order that the speakers of ]apanese interpret the above sentence in such 
a way that Hanako is a 'lover' and Ichiro is a 'loveピ， and not the opposite. This is 
borne out by the observation that transitive sentences are usually interpreted that way， 
even without the case makers. For example， unless particular contexts are provided 
beforehand， the following somewhat marginal telegraphic sentence is interpreted in 
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the same way as above. 
(67) b. Hanako ltiroo alS1telru. 
Hanako Ichiro love 
'Hanako loves Ichiro.' (with no particular contexts) 
In addition to constituent order， obviously， case marking also encodes the thematic 
roles. lts effect is clear even in a prototypical example like (67a)， but it comes to the 
fore in a non-prototypical example like the following， where the order of the subject 
and the object is reversed: 
(67) c. ltiroo 0 Hanako ga aisiteiru. 
Ichiro-ACC Hanako-NOM loves 
'Hanal王oloves Ichiro. t 
Despite the non-prototypical ordering of the two arguments， this sentence is 
unambiguously interpreted as 'Hanako loves Ichiro'， and not the opposite. This 
observation suggests that case marking is robust enough to encode the thematic 
roles of the two arguments by itself， even in conflict with the other coding devise， 
constituent ordering， which would otherwise mislead the hearer to the opposite 
interpretation. But this does not necessarily mean， here again， that constituent order 
does not perform the function of coding thematic roles at all. As shown in (67b)， it
clearly does. 
The reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from this consideration is the 
following one: in prototypical cases like (67a)， constituent ordering and case marking 
are in harmony， and the thematic roles are coded redundantly by both. In non-
prototypical cases like (67 c)， they are in conflict， and the dilemma is resolved in such 
a way that case marking is favored， perhaps as the result of Optimality-Theoretic 
interaction. Note here that syntactic constituent ordering and morphological 
case marking are operations that belong to distinct systems， and are carried out 
independently of each other. Whatever morphological properties the constituents 
of a sentence have， they must be linearized in accordance with the syntactic patterns 
of the language. Conversel}らinwhatever order the constituents of a sentence are 
arranged syntagmatically， they must be case-marked in a way that conforms to the 
morphological patterns of the language (if it has overt case marking at al). It turns 
out， consequently， that the above set of transitive sentences in ]apanese represents 
another instance of inter-system redundancy， which is diagrammed in (68). 
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(68) 
coding THEMATIC ROLES by c~:mstituent ordering 
Syntactic System: 
Morphological System: 
coding THEMATIC ROLES by case marking 
Essentially the same argument can be made based on any other languages as well， as
long as they have case marking and basic constituent order. For example， even simple 
English sentences like the following are also redundant: 
(69) a. She loves him. 
b. 1 like them. 
The thematic roles of each verb are coded by the inf1ection of the argument pronouns 
as well as by rigid ordering. 
We have seen two instances of inter-system redundancy， and they are both of the 
type that a single meaning/function is associated with two (or more) distinct forms in 
independent systems， which is schematized in (70). 
(70) 
Systeml: 人Forml
System2: 
Languages， in fact， have inter-system redundancy of the type in (71) as well， where a 
referent is associated with two semanticl discourse functions， and they are each coded 
by a distinct form. 
(71) 
System]: Form1 
Referent 
System2: Form2 
That is， the origin of redundancy lies in information coding at the level of semanticl 
discourse structure， rather than of syntacticlmorphological or prosodiclsegmental 
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structure. 
This type of inter-system redundancy is exemplified by， say， "left dislocation 
constructions" in English like the following: 
(72) a. John， 1 like him. 
b. John， he's a genius. 
These sentences encode a certain piece of information redundantly: the referent of 
John is coded by both the proper noun and the pronoun. These tvlO words， however， 
are not simply repeated with no particular function. Their redundancy reflects the 
two distinct functions that their referent is associated with. One is the function of 
establishing a discourse topic， and it is formally expressed as the proper noun John 
in the "dislocated" position. The other is the functIon of serving as an argument of 
the main predicate of the sentence， and it is symbolized as the pronoun himlhe in the 
勺lormal"position. These two functions pertain to independent systems/srructures 
(discOUI・se/informationstructure and thematic structure)， and thus their redundant 
coding can be described by elaborating the above schematic diagram， asshown in (73). 
(73) 
Discourse/lnformation Structure: Proper Noun -
Thematic Structure: Pronoun -一一一
Left dislocation constructions like (72)， therefore， can be taken as stil another instance 
of inter-system redundancy. This account can apply to (other) reference point 
constructions like (5d/e) (Langacker 1993b)， and to pronominal argument languages 
as well， where the arguments of predicates are basically coded by pronominal affixes， 
and some additional semantic specifications about them can be made， ifnecessar匹by
adpositional ful NPs (Baker 1996). 
As a matter of fact， the sentences in (72) have two more inter-systetn redundancies 
at different levels. First， aspointed out earlier， when an argument is symbolized as a 
pronoun， itsargument status is coded redundantly by order and inflection in English. 
It thus follows that the argument status of the referent in question is doubly coded in 
(72): by the inflectIon of the third四personsingular pronoun as well as by its syntactic 
position. Second， the discourse topic is also coded redundantly: by prosody as well as 
by syntactic positioning. English left dislocation constructions are usually pronounced 
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with a characteristic intonation， along with the main stress on the topic element. 
Th訂 lSフtheleft dislocation constructions in (72) turn out to have three inter-system 
redundancies: two at the level of symbolizingllinearizing the discourse topic and the 
argument， and one at the level of conceptualizing its referent. This triple redundancy 
can be described by elaborating the above diagram further， asshown in (74). 
(74) 
~ymboliza山n/Linearization Co民 eptualization
一-
Prosody: (Intonation/Stress 
Syntax: 
Morphology: 
Over and above these redundancies across linguistic systems， even non-linguistic 
modes of communication are often exploited to encode and convey information. 
It is not uncommon in everyday communication that the verbal transmission of a 
message is accompanied by pointing and/or gesturing. For example， while referring 
to something around the interlocutors by a demonstrative like "this" or "that"， the 
speaker often points at it at the same time. This is one instance of the redundant 
coding of information by linguistic and non-linguistic modes of communication. 
Since they are independent of each other， their redundancy is inter-system in nature. 
Shaking the head while saying "no" is another instance of inter-system redundancy.2う
These observations suggest that inter-system redundancy could and often does range 
across non-linguistic as well as linguistic systems. 
3.3 Summary and Further Questions 
This section has argued that language is highly redundant at the level of str・ucture，
answering the four descriptive questions raised earlier. Specifically， ithas argued that 
language has structural redundancy both within and across systems， and that intra-
and inter-system redundancies are further classified into several subtypes. The overall 
picture that emerges from the above arguments is radically different from the widely-
held view on redundancy. Redundancy is essential rather than trivial in nature， and 
ubiquitous rather than rare in distribution. It is not something superf1uous that 
should be eliminated if any. It is rather indispensable for the syntagmatic integration 
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and the paradigmatic arrangement of linguistic entities， and is inherently built Into 
the internal organization of a language as a complex combinatorial system. It is so 
naturally interlaced into the structures within and across the subsystems of a language 
that it is often hard to detect. If examined carefully， however， itturns out to have 
profound and pervasive effects on various aspects of language. 
If this view is correct， then It would be worth exploring the origins and consequences 
of redundancy， addressing the following explanatory!theoretical questions. (v) Why 
is language redundant in the五rstplace? (vi) What properties of language follow from 
redundancy? (vi') For example， does redundancy make the language unecon01nical? 
It is expected that addressing these questions wiU make us not only reconfirm that 
redundancy is an essential property of language， but also realize that it is nothing 
specIal to human language， but Is rather something common among certain types of 
systems. This avenue isexplored in the sectIon to follow. 
4. The Origins and Consequences of Redundancy 
This section shows that redundancy gives rise to several essential properties of 
language: systematicity (~4. 1)， productivity/creativity (~4.2) ， recoverability/fidelity 
(~4.3) ， automaticitylrapidity (~4 .4)， learnability (~4.6) ， stability (~4.7) ， and economy 
(~4.8). Pointing out that most of these are functional advantages for the language 
users， the section suggests that the redundancy of language is motivated by its 
functIons. It also discusses the implications of redundancy for the study of human 
language and other information-processing and/or self-organizing complex systems， 
indicating some commonalities between them. 
4.1 Systematicity 
A first property of language that follows from redundancy is systematicity. Every 
language is highly， ifnot totally， "systematic". No one would refute it. The notion 
of "systematicity"， however， isso familiar and somehow understood in advance that 
one rarely ponders in what sense a language is "systematic". A few attempts have 
been made to characterIze and define the notIon of systematiciryろbutdo not seem 
successful. Let us consider Fodor and Pylyshyn's (1988) attempt for example. They 
take systematicity as one of the essential features of cognition， and formulate it as 
follows: "What we mean when we say that linguistic capacities are systematic is that the 
ability to produce/understa吋 somesentences is intrinsicaLゆconnectedto the ability 
to produce/understand certain others" [italics original] (p. 37). This formulation 
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suggests that Fodor and Pylyshyn regard systematicity as a property of syntax， and 
they explicitly state that 11 systematicity is a property of the mastery of the syntax of a 
language， not of its lexicon" (ibid.). 
This characterizatIon of systematicit)らhowever，leaves unexplained a number of 
linguistic phenomena that appear systematic. For example， consider the consonantal 
inventorIes in (50) again. Evidentl)ろtheinventory in (うOa)appears much more 
systematic than the one in (50b)， and the world's languages tend to have such a highly 
systematic paradigm (recall (う1)and see the references cited earlier for other examples). 
It thus seems出atthere is a sense in which phonology or lexicon is systematic. This 
phonologicalllexical systematicity， however， isnot captured by Fodor and Pylysyn's 
(1988) syntactic characterization. 
For the same reason， their account fails to accommodate the systematicity of 
language at the level of lexical semantics， too. To take a stock example of polysemy， 
the meanings of the English preposition to are systematically related to one another， as
exemplified by the following pair of sentences: 
(75) a. John went to the station. 
b. Bil gave a book to Mary. 
The morpheme to schematically encodes a change of location of an actor and its 
goal in (7うa)，whereas it schematically designates a change of possession of an object 
and its recipient in (アうb).Although the meanings are not identical， there is a clear 
metaphorical relationship between them， and it appears systematic in some sense. As is 
well-known， polysemy is ubiquitous within and across languages， thus suggesting that 
the systematicity in lexical semantics as well as in syntax and phonology is an essential 
feature of language. The failure to treat these systematic linguistic phenomena as such 
indicates that Fodor and Pylysyn's characterization of systematicity is not sufficient; or 
more specifically， itis too narrow. 
To capture the overall systematicity of a language， therefore， the key notion needs to 
be formulated more broadly， perhaps in terms of interdependency.26 The systematicity 
of an entity can be measured in terms of the degree of interdependency of its elements， 
which crucially include higher-order ones: the more dependent on one another they 
are， the more systematic it is. To take (う0)as an example again， what makes (うOa)
appear more systematic than (うOb)is the higher degree of interdependency among 
its elements: the consonants in (うOa)are dependent on one another to a large extent， 
whereas the ones in (うOb)are almost completely independent of one another. 
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What， then， makes them dependent on one another? It Is their information 
sharing or redundancy. As pointed out earlier， an inventory like (50a) has stilllnore 
paradigmatic redu吋 anciesthan one like (うOb)does. Therφre， the former appears 
far more systematic and well-aligned than the latter. That is， the systematicity of a 
given entity can be measured in terms of the amount of information its elements share 
with one another: the more information they share， the more systematic it is. This 
is tantamount to saying that the mor・eredundant they are， the more systematic it is. 
This reasoning leads us to the idea that the systematicity of a language is attributed 
crucially to redundancy.27 That is， there is a sense in which systematiciそyzsaωnsequence
ofredundanワ-
This claim on the relationship between redundancy and systematicity may sound 
unfamiliar and even provocative to many linguists， particularly to those who have 
argued against redundancy while taking systematicity for granted. It often turns out， 
however， that their own argument for the systematicity of language can be interpreted 
as an argument for its redundancy as well. For instance， consider Chomsky's (1965) 
argument for the "simplicity measure"， which is an evaluation measure on grammars. 
Its function is essentially to assign relative values to competing grammars that are 
compatible with primary linguistic data. The simplicity measure does it by counting 
the number of symbols in alternative grammars: a "simpler" grammar is evaluated 
higher than a more "complex" one. Compare the following two sets of auxiliary 
phrases for example: 
(76) Tense， Tense ~ Modal， Tense ~ Perfect， Tense ~ Progressive， 
Tense ~ Modal ~ Perfect， Tense --Modal ~ Progressive， 
Tense --Perfect ~ Progressive， Tense ~ Modal ~ Perfect --Progressive 
(77) Tense ~ Modal------Perfect --Progressive， Modal------Perfect --Progressive --Tense， 
Perfect --Progressive --Tense ~ Modal， Progressive ~ Tense ~ Modal ~ Perfect， 
Tense --Perfect， Modal ~ Progressive (p. 43) 
Both sets have twenty symbols， but only the set in (76) can be abbreviated to the 
following simple rule bya familiar notational convention with parentheses: 
(78) Aux → Tense (Modal) (Perfect) (Progressive) (ibid.) 
It thus follows from the simplicity measure that a grammar with a set of auxiliary 
phrases like (76) is evaluated higher and is more likely as the grammar of a human 
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language than one with a set like (77). Chomsky (196う)maintains出atthe adoption 
of a particular evaluation measure along with a particular notational convention 
百mbodiesa factual claim about the structure of naturallanguage and the predisposition 
of the child to search for certain types 0/ regulariりinnaturallanguage [emphasis added; 
KM]" (p. 44). It turns out， therefore， that Chomsky's argument for the simplicity 
measure is an attempt to characterize the systematicity of human language， although he 
does not define the notion of I1systematicitylregularity" explicitly.28 
What propert)ら then，lies behind an apparently I1simplel1 rule like (78) and a set of 
"systematic" structures like (ア6). It is paradigmatic redundancy. The abbreviation 
to an apparently simple r時 like(76)おonウpos.必leout o[ a set 0/ highウred;仰 dant
structures on the paradigmatic dimension. A set of structures like (76) are thus much 
more paradigmatically redundant than ones like (77). Their hidden structural 
redundancy can be uncovered by rearranging them as follows: 
(79) a. Tense 
b. Tense ~ Modal 
c. Tense ~ Perfect 
d. Tense ~ Progressive 
e. Tense ~ Modal ~ Perfect 
五 Tense~ Modal ~ Progressive 
g. Tense ~ Perfect ~ Progressive 
h. Tense ~ Modal --Perfect --Progressive 
(80) a. Tense --Modal --Perfect --Progressive 
b. Modal ~ Perfect --Progressive --Tense 
c. Perfect --Progressive --Tense --Modal 
d. Progressive --Tense --Modal------Perfect 
e. Tense -- Perfect 
五 Modal-- Progressive 
These two sets of structures differ to a great extent in terms of the paradigmatic 
redundancy of syntagmatic strings of items. In (76/79)， for example， tense consistently 
occurs in a position that precedes modal and/or aspect. On the other hand， (77/80) 
has no such consistency in terms of occurrence and distribution of tense: it does not 
always occur， and if at al， appears before modal and/or aspect in some cases， and after 
them in others. That is， (76/79) has higher paradigmatic redundancy than (77/80) 
in the sense that the same structural patterns are exploited more repeatedly and 
consistently for coding tense/modal/aspect information. The syntactic systematicity 
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of (76/79) emerges from such paradigmatic redundancy. It thus turns out that 
Chomsky s argμment for the 'suゅlicity"measure can be intelアretedas an argument not 
onウforthe 'りstematic勾11measure， but also jらrthe "似rad伊1aがり redundanり，"mωure.
That九whatChom均 sho刷版問。μtω bethat s)枕仰ticityrequires a certain type 0/ 
redμndancy. 
This idea of redundancy and systematicity is not entirely novel， and has long been 
entertained in psychology and information science. Several psychologists/information 
scientists have even identified redundancy with systematicity， though formulating it 
in different terms (Shannon 1948: 398-99，1951; Brillouin 1956: chapter 3; Attneave 
19う4，1959: chapter 2; Barlow 1989: section 2; Bateson 1967/1972: 412-16， 1968: 
616-17; Leiber 1991: 102-04) They take redundancy as the notion that measures the 
degree of patterning of entities， and characterize some systematic aspects of the human 
mind including language in terms of it. 
For example， consider combination patterns of letters in English. English has 26 
leters (and a space)， and their combinations are far from random. The patterns of their 
combinations allow one to predict， with much better than random success， which leter 
is likely to occur in a certain position. To take a stock example， what comes after q is
almost always u in English， which Is il1ustrated by words like qua占ty，quantity， question， 
square， squeeze， etc. This very strong patterning makes the occurrence of u after q 
almost completely predictable. That is， whether or not it occurs there does not matter 
very much for the identificatIon of the word. 1n this sense， the letter u in that position 
practically has no information， and is almost completely redundant?9 It should be 
clear by now that this is another illustration of the emergence of systematicity from 
paradigmatic redundancy， though different in terms of level: this is an instance of the 
emergence of systematicity at the lexicallevel， whereas the preceding example illustrates 
its emergence at the grammaticallevel. This point might become clearer by rearranging 
a set of words with the q-u sequence vertically， just as in the above case: 
(81) a. quality 
b. quantity 
c. questlOn 
d. square 
e. squeeze 
This approach to the issue of redundancy and systematicity originates in Shannon's 
information theory. He defines the notion of redundancy with mathematical rigor， 
and quantifies the redundancy of a naturallanguage in terms of it. Before reviewing 
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his definitIon of redundancy， however， 1 must first point out that he uses the crucial 
term "information" in a different sense from the present study. In Shannon's theory， 
information is regarded as the concept that measures statistical rarity or improbability. 
It is a kind of "surprisal value" (Attneave 19う9:6-7). Thus， the amount of 
information of an entity is inversely correlated with its occurrence probability: the 
more likely it occurs， the les information it has. This conception of information 
is narrower than the familiar sense of It in everyday usage (the semantic content of 
a message conveyed) and than the sense being assumed in the present study: the 
information of an entity is defined as a set of features that differentiate it from others. 
Under this conception of information， Shannon (1948) defines the redundancy 
of an information source as 11 one minus [its] relative entropy1t (p. 308). The relative 
entropy of an information source is the ratio of its entropy to its maximum entropy. 
This is mathematically formulated as in (82)， where the letters r and h are meant 
for redundancy and relative entropy， respectively， and H(X) is the entropy of an 
information source X， and HMAX isits maximal entropy. 
(位)a. r = 1 -h =凡百万仰
The entropy of an information source with a set of symbols is the average amount of 
information for the occurrence of a symbol， which is measured in terms of probability 
as follows: 
(82)b.Hm=-FωlogP仰
The maximum entropy of an information source is the maximum value of entropy 
it could take. For example， s釦up卯posean information s叩ou山rcαeAw叩it出htwo independent 
d品iおscαi問 symbols(al and a2) and wIth equal probability: P(al) = P(む)ごす It is 
like a flip of the c町 theprobability of 1吋 sor taIls is i ' that Is to叫 fifiザ-fifty.
Assuming customarily that the logarithmic base is two， itfollows that the entropy of 
A is1 bit ( 一士lhOg&2÷一tれlog2士わ).As山 lr口ns
well江1， because the entropy of A would never exceed It， no matter what its occurrence 
probab均 is.Aαo山か itsrelative entropy is also 1 bit (十)， a凶 tsredundancy 
is 0 (1 - 1). This means that no occurrence patterns exist and thus no reliable 
predictions can be made about which symbol is likely to occur in a given position. 
Suppose， on the other hand， an information source with skewed probability， say， 
4 P(a¥)ごす;P(a2)ごす Its en叫 yIs 0.72 bit， and its肉池町 Is0.28 or 28 
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One can thus make predictions about the occurrence of a] or a2 to that extent. Basically， 
as the probability is skewed， the entropy decreases， and in turn the redundancy 
correspondingly increases. Therefore， when it comes to a case where a certain symbol 
always occurs in a certain position (just like the above case with the q-u sequence)， the 
entropy approaches the minimum value， and the redundancy the maximum. Hence the 
above claim that the letter u right after q practically has no information， and is almost 
completely redundant. An extremely reliable prediction can be made in such a case. 
Shannon (1951) applies this quantitative analysis of redundancy to English， 
and shows that the average redundancy of English is 50 ~ 7う0/0，or perhaps more. 
Following this pioneering work， many studies have replicated it， modi今回gthe mode 
of calculation and/or applying to other languages， which include German， French， 
ltalian， Spanish， Portuguese， Russian， Arabic， ]apanese， Chinese， Malay， Samoan， 
Tam日， Kannada， Telugu， etc. (se Witten and Bell 1990 for an extensive review， and 
Hosoi 1969 for ]apanese). Though different in minor respects， these studies have 
uniformly reached the same conclusion: naturallanguages are highly redundant.30 
This high redundancy gives rise to the interdependency of language elements 
like morphemes and phonemes/letters， thereby imposing strong restraints on what 
elements can or cannot occur in what position. This tighdy knit web of elements 
leads to the high systematicity of the language. lt thus turns out that the extensive 
studies of redundancy by psychologists/information scientists can be taken (with some 
qualificatIons) as providing further corroborating evidence for the main thesis of this 
section: the emergence of systematicity from redundancy. 
4.2 Productivity/Creativity 
Redundancy engenders another essential property of language: productivity/ creatIvity. 
As Chomsky and many others have pointed out， a language is a productive/ creatIve 
system in the sense that it allows us to produce and understand an indefinitely large 
number of sentences， each of which could be indefinitely long， atleast in principle. 
Choms北k斗yrefers to this defining feature of language as 刊(ヤrule-governed心)cαrea泣叩tiv吋It匂y'
and Lyons cals it "produ山lCtiv吋ir;ぺwhileleaving the term "creativ吋it守y"for "the language-
user' s ability to extend the system by means of motivated， but unpredictable， 
principles of abstractIon and comparison" (Lyons 1977:う49).31The coinage of a new 
word based on the similarity to a set of existing words is one example of creativity. 
The metaphorical extension is another. ln what follows， 1 tentatively employ Lyons's 
nomenclature， and deal primarily with the productivity of language. lt turns out， 
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however， that the creativity as well as productivity of language Is attributed ultimately 
to its redundancy， and that the validity of that terminological distInction itself may 
need to be questioned， because the difference between those two notions Is not so 
clear-cut as the proponents suggest. 
Productivity is critically important for a language as a communicative system， 
because it contributes much to enhancing expressive power. The expressive power of 
a language is defIned as the potential amount of semantic information that could be 
conveyed by the language， which is infInite in any human language， due primarily 
to its combinatoriality with recursivity. Given the strong generative power of 
combinatorial systems， asindicated earlier， itis basically true that the larger amount of 
information can be conveyed by a combination of elements than by a single element， 
and that the amount of information conveyed increases along with the number of 
elements combined. For example， recal1 the examples presented earlier: the noun 
phrase interesting idea has more information than the single noun idea， inthe sense 
that the former has more features than the latter that differentiate it from others， and 
the longer expression new interesting idea has even more informatIon.32 
Combinatorial systems， however， are so powerful出atcombinatorial possibilities 
need to be constrained in such a way that any unacceptable expressions are correct1y 
ruled out. Every language does have this strong and properly constrained expressive 
power. The question is: Where does it come from? 
Traditionall)らmostlinguists have attributed it to a set of purely formal rulesl 
principles， which manipulate a set of discrete symbols including recursive ones. Under 
this view， the generative engine of a language is in formal syntax where semantics plays 
no role (or only a secondary role， inthe form of， sa匹the8-Criterion). And again， 
given the discrete nature of syntactic elements， they are put together like pieces of a 
jigsaw puzzle or Lego， and do not overlap with one another. Moreover， what Is ruled 
out by this machinery is only a set of ungrammatical sentences that fail to meet formal 
requirements， and syntactically well-formed but semantically deviant expressions like 
colorles green ideas are beyond its scope. 
On the other hand， the present study offers a rather different view on the origins of 
the productivity of language. 
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thereby giving rise to a stil higher-level structure. This process can go on ad I7ポmtum，
and is almost always based on the "g1ue" among the component elements: syntagmatic 
redundancy. What makes this integration rule-governed is the systematicity of 
language， which is due to paradigmatic redundancy. In this sense， the productivity of 
language is based crucially on paradigmatic redundancy as well. That is， syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic redundancies jointly constitute a properly constrained combinatorial 
system with indefinitely stfong expressive power. It turns out， therefore， that thereおd
sense in which productivity (as well as systematiciザois a consequence o[ redundancy. 
This claim might sound paradoxical; for redundancy has traditionally been 
considered as something unnecessary because it does not contribute (much) to the 
transmission of infornlation. To be sure， itappears to stand opposed to the functional 
requirement: the need of enhancing expressive power for communication. Language 
figures out， however， that the addition of a judi・ciousamount of redundancy can 
turn things around and resolve the apparent conflict neatly: it increases expressive 
power by making the language combinatorial and systematic， while imposing strong 
constraints on combinatorial possibilities. That is， the claim Is that human language 
gets productivity from redundancy through combinatoriality and systematicity. 
This unique strategy of enhancing expressive power， iftrue， seems to be one of the 
characteristic properties of human language. 
It should be noted here that redundancy does not always increase expressive power. 
"Judicious" redundancy does， but 11 excessive" redundancy does not. The boundary is 
set by the partially competing communicative pressure stated just above. Therefore， 
re.ゐtndancy，syntagmatic or paradigmatic， isonly allowedωthe extent that it serves the 
βmction o[ transmitting some iゆr仰 tio払 Forexample， syntagmatic redundancy at its 
crudest is tautology， particularly a simple repetition of exactly the same morpheme. 
It sometimes exhibits itself， but is on1y accepted when the repetition itself conveys 
some information. For example， the repetitive/reduplicative expressions in (83) are 
acceptab1e because they iconically indicate (a) the large number of objects， (b) the high 
degree of an property， and (c) the intensity!long duration of an action. 
(83) a. yamayama 'a range of mountains' [Japanese] 
b. Itiroo wa totemo totemo kasikoi. 
Ichiro-TO P veηveηsmart 
'Ichiro is very very smart.' 
c. Hanako wa hωiri-ni-hasit-ta. 
Hanako-TOP run-PRT-run-PAST 
'Hanako ran and ran.' 
???????
? ?
?? ?? ???
?
Likewise， asillustrated earlierフsomelanguages have apparently tautological secondary 
predicates (recall (41)， but they are acceptable since they serve the functIon of 
emphasizing the completion of the activity denoted by the main verb. 
On the other hand， paradigmatic redundancy at its crudest Is complete synonymy. 
As is 0丘enpointed out， human languages have no items， lexical or grammatical， wIth 
exact.ウthesame meaning and distribution (Bloomfield 1933: 14う;Bolinger 1977; 
Gross 1979: 859-60; Haiman 198う:21-24， 1う1うう;Clark 1987: 2; Goldberg 1995: 
67-68; Cro丘2001:36). Their absence should be contrasted with the abundance of 
items that partialウoverlapwith one another in terms of meaning and distribution. 
This is because completely synonymous items do not make any contribution to 
enhancing the expressive power of the language， whereas partially redundant items 
do to a large extent (recal that the rule戸governedproductivity of a language hinges 
crucially on paradigmatic redundancy). 
These functional limits on the degree/kind of redundancy suggest that language 
does not add redundancy blindly， but is rather motivated by and subject to the 
need of enhancing expressive power for communication.33 Language thus does not 
add redunda仰 morethan附 dedJorめたβmctio払 Toaccount for this observatIon， 
therefore， there is no need to draw an arbitrary line between "judicious" and 
"excessive" redundancies， let alone to stipulate specific principles like "the Principle 
of No Synonymy" (Goldberg 199う:67). The absence of "冶excessl討veピ"redundancy in 
C∞on川凶tr郎.
t丘froぬmrl出heInteractIon of two ge伊白n背悶e訂ralc∞O∞nst古ra訂int臼sreqUlnng t出ha抗t(ωi) ex勾pres白SSlV刊ep仰owe訂rbe 
enhanced as much a部snecessary for c∞ommunication， and that (i) information sharing 
be maximIzed among the elements of a language system (recal section 3.1.2). lt will 
be suggested in section 4.8 that the latter constraint may be attributed to an even more 
fundamental constraint: economy. It may thus turn out that the claim being made 
here is essentially the same as the one about the two inherently antinomic functional 
constraints that have been pointed out by many linguists (Zipf 1949: 21; Martinet 
1962: 139， 1964[1960]: 167-68; Carrol1 and Tanenhaus 197う:う1;Horn 1984: 11， 
1989: 192-93; 1993: 33-34; Haiman 1983: 814， Haiman 198う;Du Bois 198う:3う8;
Goldberg 199う:67-68; Krug 2001: 312-14). 
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redundancy/information sharing. Entities that share no information whatsoever 
would never be judged 11 similar" to one another. The notion of 11 rule-governedness" 
also entails it， thus blurring the difference between productivity and creativity. As 
Langacker (1987: sectIon 2.l.4.5) suggests， they may simply differ in tern1S of the 
degree of conventionality. ln any case， even if Chomsky's/Lyons's distinction is 
linguistically significant at al， the creativity as well as productivity of language is 
attributed crucially to its redundancy. 
4.3 Recoverability/Fidelity 
Redundancy provides the language users with another functIonal advantage: 
reco叩 rability/fidelity.As is often pointed out in information theory， some extent of 
noise and resulting los of information are inevitable in any comlTIunIcation channel， 
and redundancy is the best safeguard against them. It helps the hearerlreader to 
counteract the distorting effects of noIse in communication， and to reconstruct the 
intended message in his/her lTIind with high fidelity， recovering lost information. 
NoIse is defined as any system-external distu1'bances or system-internal defects/ 
malfunctIons that interfere with the transmission of a signal. ln the case of spoken 
language， for example， the speaker's imperfect articulations of sounds， the hearer's 
distractIons， and conversations of other speakers around them could al be noIse for 
communication. ln the case of written language， misprints and spots on letters could 
be noise. Due to such noise， the transmIssion of a message Is usually distorted to some 
extent， and the hearerlreader only 1'eceives a fragment of the original message. 
Several resea1'chers have pointed out that the redundancy of a language helps the 
users ove1'come such difficulties， and makes linguistic communication much les error-
prone than otherwise (Stevens 19う0:690; Miller et al. 19う1:334; Attneave 19う9:
4う;Martinet 1964[1960]: 170-71; Lyons 1977: 42-4う，う86;Jakobson and Waugh 
1979: 36-38; Quine 1987: 178-79; Pinker 1994: 181， 1999: 12; Calvin 1996: 40， 
171; see also the 1'eferences of information theory cIted in section 4.1). For example， 
recal the set of words with the q-u sequence presented earlier. Thanks to the almost 
complete redundancy of u In that position， Itslos would cause almost no problem fo1' 
communication. Even if the words in (81) are p1'inted without it (like q aliぴqantiり4
q estion) sq are) sq eze) the reader would readily be able to comprehend the intended 
words. Over and above such lexical redundancy， every language has g1'ammatical 
redundancy as well. It is due to the grammatical and lexical redundancies of the 
language that we can even understand an imperfect sentence like the following:34 
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(85) [y]xx cxn xndxrstxnd whxt x xm wrxtxng xvxn xf x rxplxcx xl thx vxwxls 
wxth xn "x". (Pinお 1994:181) 
Without redundancy， even a slip of the tongue or a slight misprint would cause 
devastating effects on linguistic communicatIon. 
These examples illustrate the effects of intra-system (particularl)らparadigmatic)
redundancy on recoverability/fidelity. But inter・-systemredundancy also contributes 
much to it. For example， recall the redundant coding of thematic roles in ]apanese. 
As illustrated in section 3.2， itis the norm in ]apanese that they are coded by both 
syntactic ordering and morphological marking. Their double coding would help 
the hearer comprehend the thematic relations of arguments correctly， even if one or 
two case markers happen to be inaudible due to some noise (recall (67b)). The lost 
information can usually be recovered without difficulty， and what makes it possible 
is the inter-system redundancy that ranges across syntax and morphology. Likewise， 
if a certain piece of informatIon is coded on both segmental and prosodic tiers， asin 
]apanese prototypical question sentences， the loss of information coded on one tier 
would not directly be doomed to communication failure. The redundant information 
coded on the other tier would compensate for the los， thereby helping the language 
users achieve the secure and faithful transmission of the message (recall (64/66)). 
This strategy of enhancing noise tolerance by redundancy is not specific to language. 
For example， writing a long address along with a zip code on a postcard or envelop is 
also an instance of it (Quine 1987: 178). To be sure， that is redundant， but helps for 
secure postal delivery; without It， "[o]ne indistinct digit in the zip code could spoil 
everything" (ibid.). Nature has also adopted and made extensive use of this safeguard. 
For example， most types of amino acids (18 out of 20) are coded by more than one 
codon. Thus， there is a sense in which genetic coding is 900/0 redundant (Gatlin 1972: 
chapters 6 and 7).35 Genetic coding is redundant in the sense that many organisms 
have several homologous genes， too. To take a representative example， mammalian 
Hox genes (genes responsible for body segmentation) have three or four copies due 
to gene duplication， which means that mammals have triple or quadruple genetic 
redundancy (Greer et al. 2000， Duboule 2000).36 This widespread redundancy built 
into the genomes of biological organisms has been evidenced by extensive studies of 
gene knockouts (targeted disr 
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What， then， Isthis massive genetic redundancy for? Some researchers have suggested 
that it is responsible for the faithful transmissIon of genetic information through 
phylogenetic and ontogenetic steps (Tautz 1992， Tholuas 1993). Both types of 
development can be regarded as the transmission of genetic information:仕omparents 
to their child in phylogeny， and from a fertilized egg to an adult in ontogeny. In either 
case， the original InformatIon of "the sender" is carrIed on to and reproduced with 
high fidelity by "the receiver"， despite ther・ebeing many potential factors that could 
disturb its transmissionlreproduction， including the second law of thermodynamics 
(Schrりedinger1944). Massive genetic redundancy is likely to safeguard the developing 
organism against such potentiallosses of information along the way， thereby keeping 
development on track. 
At the neuro-physiologicallanatomical level， too， the redundant coding of 
information is the norm. As touched upon earlier， the inter-system redundancy of the 
visual system is an instance of it (se sections 4.7 and 4.8 for the issue of the neuro戸
physiologicallanatomical redundancy of cognitive systems). RedundanC)ら therefore，is 
nothing special to human language， but is rather something common aluong systems 
that process and transmit information in the broad sense defined earlier. 
4.4 Automaticity/Rapidity 
Stil another functional benefit of redundancy is automaticity. Recall first that 
paradigmatic redundancy entails the repetitive and consistent use of the same 
lexicall grammatical coding patterns. As has long been pointed out by psychologists/ 
physiologists， the repetitive execution of the same mental/physical operations leads 
inevitably to automation/habituation， and this capacity is critically important for 
humans or animals in general for that matter Oames 1890: chapters 4 andう).This is 
partly because it allows them to carry out a variety of acts without paying conscious 
attention to them. "If an act became no easier after being done several times， ifthe 
careful direction of consciousness were necessary to its accomplishment on each 
occasion， itIs evident that the whole activity of a lifetime might be confined to one 
or two deeds …" (Maudsley 1878: 1う4). Carrying out language performance is no 
exception. Automaticity is advantageous to both the speaker and the hearer， because it 
releases them from directing conscious attentIon to the mental computatIon required 
for language processing， thereby making linguistic communication much easier to 
perform. A language is a habit of the human mind. 
Automaticity in turn gives the language users three more advantages. First， it
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enhances computation speed. Automated routines are usually carried out faster 
than attended performances (Sapir 1921: 12， Givon 1995: 402-3， Stonier 1997: 
217). Second， itdiminishes the chances for error， thereby making the transmission 
of information even more secure (recall sectIon 4.3). As a mental operation is well-
rehearsed and automated， itcomes to be executed with lower error rate; hence the 
wisdom known as "practice makes perfect". Third， automaticity reduces costs for 
mental computation， too. Automated routines require les energy expenditure to 
perform than unfamiliar processes do. This has also been recognized for some time 
(since at least the 19th century; see the references cited above)， and has current1y 
been evidenced by neuro-imaging studies. For example， Raichle et al. (1994) have 
conducted a series of PET experiments， where subjects are scanned while they perform 
a verb-generation task. The results indicate that two distinct pathways are used for 
the execution of the language processing task， depending on how familiar the subjects 
are with the words used in it. When they perform it without practice， a wide range of 
brain areas are activated， which include the anterior cingulate cortex， the left frontal 
cortex (including Broca's area)， the left temporal cortex (including Wernicke's area)， 
and the right cerebellum. On the other hand， when they are well-rehearsed through 
previous practice， those areas appear not to be activated. The areas that light up 
instead are only the insular cortex in both hemispheres， the regions that have been 
considered to be responsible for automated information processing. This observation 
indicates that once a mental operation is well-rehearsed and automated， itcomes to be 
executed with a much smaller amount of neuronal activation than before (see section 
4.8 for more discussion of neuronal redundancy and economy). It thus turns out that 
paradigmatic redundancy is beneficial to language processing in terms of automaticity， 
rapidity， accuracy， and economド
Syntagmatic redundancy also contributes to improving the efficiency of language 
processing. It entails the sharing of semantic information among entities in the 
syntagmatic relation. Once one entity Is processed， therefore， other entities with 
which it shares information will automatIcally be activated. This co四actIvationof 
entitIes in the syntagmatic relation enhan 
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also reported that when it comes to a sentence with an intransitive verb like *John slept 
the guitar， the subjects' response time gets even slower. This observation indicates 
that the on-line integration of linguistic entities is easIer and faster when they are 
syntagmatically redundant than when they are not. To put it in terms of "cost"， the 
processing (more specifically， integration) cost of given linguistic entities is lower when 
they are syntagmatically redundant than when theyare not. This claim is in contrast 
with Chomsky's view that Merge (as opposed to Move) is u何F
199う:chapter 4引)， and has a close affinity with Gibson 'sview that the cost varies 
depending on the computational complexity of integrating linguistic entities (Gibson 
1998， 2000). 
Moreover， syntagmatic redundancy is likely to facilitate the processing of potentially 
ambiguous sentences， too. For example， inthe phrase monりinthe bank account， the 
word monりwouldautomatically evoke a particular sense of banムwhichwould in 
turn prime a particular meaning of account (and vice versa). This quick and selective 
activation of polysemous words and the resulting coherent interpretation of the overall 
expression would be due to the syntagmatic redundancy among those words. This 
is expected to be the primary reason why the human speakers of a language， unlike 
translation machines (紅白eearly days)， can readily and quickly interpret potentially 
ambiguous sentences like The spirit is wiLLing but the flesh is weak. 
The coherent interpretation of reference-point constructions like (うd/e)also hinges 
crucially on the syntagmatic redundancy of the reference point and the target， together 
with our encyclopedic knowledge of them. 1n (うd)，for example， the topic(al subject) 
watasi T automatically invokes a reference point， through which the target body part 
onaね 'stomach'is accessed (Langacker 1993b， Kumashiro and Langacker 2003). 
What makes this smooth processing possible seems to be the redundant coding of the 
same information by the two words in the syntagmatic relation. 
And again， aspointed out by Sapir (1921)， the seek for coherency based on 
syntagmatic redundancy is so deep-rooted in the human mind that we incline to even 
create one coherent interpretation or another for a random set of wotds automatically 
(recal section 3.1 for Sapir's illustratIon of this propensity). 
4.ラInterimSummary 
We have seen that redundancy gives rise to several essential properties of language: 
(i) systematicit)ら(i)productivity/creativity， (ii) recoverability/fidelity， and (iv) 
automaticitylrapidity. Notice that most of them are processing benefits for the 
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speaker/hearer， although systematicity is in Itself not. Redundancy allows the 
speaker to express a variety of ideas induding novel ones (productivity/creativity)， 
and to convey them to the hearer in such a way that he/ she can comprehend them 
correctly (fidelity)， despite inevitable noise (recoverability)， without conscious 
attention (automaticity)， and fast (rapidity). This suggests one answer to the question 
posed earlier: Why islanguage redundant in the first place? It is partly because the 
redundancy of a language makes It usable or easIer to use. This in turn implies one 
dynamic functIonal view of language: language structure is not statIcally determined 
independently of use， but is rather motivated by dynamic processing and function (Du 
Bois 1987; Hawkins 1994，2004; Gibson 1998，2000). 
4.6 Learnability 
Over and above these processing advantages， redundancy brings with it learning 
advantages， too. Specifically， syntagmatic and paradigmatic redundancies jointly make 
the language easIer for children to learn; or perhaps no language might be learnable 
without them in the first place. This suggests another answer to the above why-
question and another dynamic view of language: language is redundant partly because 
it facilitates learning， and language structure is motivated by ontogenetic development 
as well as by on-line processing. 
Let us first consider the effects of syntagmatic redundancy. It is likely to help 
children learn sets of words in the syntagmatic relation. First， this hypothesis is 
suppo1'ted jointly by Mille1" s (I956) dassic observation that we can only memorize 
a few (around seven) items even fo1' a short term if they are not chunked， and by the 
observation that linguistic chunking is mostly based on syntagmatIc redundancy (recall 
section 3.1). Learning something entails memorizing it. It Is therefore likely that what 
facilitates memo1'IzatIon helps for learning， and that syntagmatic redundancy， being a 
memory-facilitato1'， contributes to language learning. This reasoning is buttressed by 
substantial evidence that most linguistic items are memorized and stored together with 
specific Items that they often co-occur with， and/or with schematIc categories that 
such co-occurring items belong to (Wray and Perlζins 2000; Bybee 2001; Bybee and 
Hopper 2001: esp. Part II). 
Second， the importance of syntagmatic redundancy in language learning is also 
suggested by extensive observations of young children 'sperceptua1/ conceptual 
accessibility to objects/events around them， and of their early lexical development. 
As many psychologists/psycholinguists have pointed out， a highly cohesive collection 
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of percepts tend to be prelinguistically individualized and packaged into a concept， 
and thus It is often the case that a perceptually coherent whole is more accessible for 
infants than its parts/attributes. As is well-known， this effect is evident in the case of 
noun acquisition， but it is observed in the acquisition of relational words， too. Just as 
novel nouns strongly tend to be learned as names for whole objects by young children， 
early relational words are predominantly acquired as labels for whole events (GentneI・
1982; Huttenlocher et al. 1983; Dromi 1987; Golinkoff et al. 1995; Gentner and 
Boroditsky 2001). For example， Gentner (1982) observes that an English-speaking 
child begins to utter the first relational words up and down at the 19th month， but 
does not necessarily use them in the way adults do. 5pecifically， the youngster only 
says "Up" (while raising his arms) to ask the hearer to pick him up. Likewise， he only 
says "down" as a request to take him out of a high chair. That is， these relational 
words are first used to encode whole events with the agent and the theme slots filled 
by specific participants， with a particular illocutionary force: (I REQUEST) YOU (TO) 
CAUSE ME TO GO UPIDOWN. It is only several months later that they come to be used 
productively as pure relational words with schematic arguments. 
Other relational words are also acquir・edin this whole-to-part and specific-to-
schematic order. For example， Tomasello and many others have found that English-
speaking children at around 2 -3 years of age mostly use verbs in only one 01' a few 
simple syntactic frames， with a specific (though mostly implicit) argument(s) and 
pragmatic function (Tomasello 1992， etseq.). This item-based nature of children's 
early lexical development has been observed in many othe1' languages， too (Pizutto 
and Caselli 1992 for Italian; Gathecole et al. 1999 for 5panish; Rubino and Pine 1998 
for B1'azilian Portuguese; Behrens 1998 for German and Dutch; MacWhinney 1978 
for Hungarian; 5to11 1998 fo1' Russian; Be1'man 1982 for Hebrew; Allen 1996 for 
Inuktitut; B1'own 1998 for Tzeltal). It is only later in any language that adult-like uses 
of ve1'bs begin to appear. 
This se1'ies of observations suggest that children lea1'n lexical items in such a way 
that syntagmatic redundancy naturally emerges among them. They do not learn 
a combination of wo1'ds in a way that fi1'st leaves the argument 
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Given this nature of language acquisition， then it follows as a natural consequence 
that the end result of this deもせopmentalprogression， the adult grammarllexicon， isful 
of syntagmatically redundant elements. Moreover， itwould not be surprising if it turns 
out that there are languages with verbs whose argument does not get schematized much 
and remains speci五c，and that such "heavy verbs" (particularly， morphologically simple 
ones) tend to be ac中lIredearly (unless otherwise motivated by some other constraints). 
In fact， there do exist languages with such verbs， though they are 0丘encomplex verbs 
with noun incorporation. Consider (4d/e) again. The ]apanese verb nyuugakusuru 
in (4d) means 'to enter school'， and can only take as an object an NP denoting (an) 
academic institution(s). Likewise for the Caddo verb in (4e): it conflates the notion 
of 'house/building' in it， and is only compatible with an NP that shares this specific 
information. More interestingl)らBrown(1998) has found that Tzeltal， a Mayan 
language， has morphologically simple "heavy verbs"， and that they tend to be acquired 
at relatively early stages of development. For example， we' (a verb meaning 'to eat 
tortilas') is acquired at 1 ;5， and 10' (a verb meaning 'to eat soft things') at 2;0. These 
observations of "heavy verbs" can thus be taken as additional pieces of evidence for the 
claim that syntagmatic redundancy provides children with a learning advantage. 
Paradigmatic redundancy facilitates language learning even further. Its effects seem 
far-reaching， ranging from phonological segments up to grammatical constructions. 
For example， the acquisition of the consonant Ipl is likely to facilitate that of other 
bilabial stops like Ibl and 1m人dueto the sharing of that phonological feature. 
Similarl)らonceImbl is acquired， then other prenasalized stops will become easier for 
the child to learn， although they might not be easy for him/her before， let alone for 
children who are not familiar with prenasalized consonants. In general， how easy a 
given consonant is for a child at a given point of development depends largely (if not 
completely) on what other consonants he/she has already learned until that point.37 
Other things being equal， learning a new segment that shares some information with 
already acquired ones is easier than learning a segment that has nothing in common 
with old ones， because the share 
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maximal redundancy， we can explain why the consonantal inventories of the adult 
grammars tend to converge on a highly systematic paradigm like the ones in (うOalう1).
The acquisition of linguistic entities at higher levels are also likely guided by this 
constraInt. For example， once a preposition like on Is acquired and entrenched in the 
lexicon， then it would work as a substrate for and a constraint on coding other spatial 
relatIons between objects， thereby narrowing down the search space for the child to 
explore. The dynamic constraint suggested above motivates him/her to encode spatial 
relations in such a way that paradigmatic redundancy emerges maximally. Of many 
logically possible coding patterns， therefore， preference is given to the one that shares 
the overall semantic srructure and the elaboration site with the already established 
one. Due to this system-dependent bias， other spatial prepositions like under become 
easier to learn. This reasoning allows us to explain why human languages have lexical 
categories in the first place. That is， thei1' existence can be eXplained as an emergent 
property under this analysis. 
Essentially the same argument can be made fo1' grammatical constructions as well. 
For example， for those who have already mastered the verb-particle construction (VPC) ， 
the (derivative) resultative constructIon (RC) is easier to learn than， say， the resultative 
verbal compound consrruction (VCC) or serial verb consrructIon (SVC). This is 
because it has more paradigmatic redundancy with the already acquired pattern than 
the other candidates do. Consequently， languages with the (derivative) RC， such as 
English and German， have the VPC， too. Other languages also have a set of highly 
systematic and interdependent constructions with collective variables， asillustrated in 
section 3.1.2. This observation might also be eXplained as the effect of the dynamic 
constraint that gives system-dependent prefe1'ence to one candidate ove1' another in the 
course of development. 
This dynamic explanation of language is not novel. The necessity and importance 
of characterizing language in dynamic terms have long been suggested by Kajita 
and his associates， based on empirical evidence drawn from a variety of linguistic 
phenomena， particularly from morphological， syntactic and semantic phenomena of 
English (see Kajita 1977， 1997 among others). The dynamic approach being pur 
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making the following claim: "physiological causes are only one factor in determining 
"ease of articulation" for the individual child. The other factor， and 1 propose that 
it is the m司orfactor， isthe state of a child's knowledge at a given time." (p. 21) To 
reformulate these two factors in terms of the present study， the former is a system-
independent factor， and the latter is a system-dependent one (recal note 37). 
Proponents of word-based (as opposed to morpheme-based) models of morphology 
have also put forward similar ideas， arguing that the cost of learning a word depends 
crucially on how well it matches with the morphological patterns of the language 
(J ackendoff 197う， Bochner 1993). For example， Bochner (1993) argues that words 
with a productive derivational morpheme like redness are easier to learn than ones 
that share no information with any other words in the lexicon. This is because the 
existence of related words like red and the productive rule forming words with -ness 
jointly reduce the information load of having redness in the lexicon (recall note 38). 
Several cognitive linguists have also made similar arguments， dealing primarily with 
lexical categories and grammatical constructions (Lakoff 1987; Grady 1997; Johnson 
1999). For example， Lakoff (1987) attempts to characterIze language in cognitive and 
dynamic terms， such as "motivation"， "fit well"， "ease of learning"， and ultimately 
"redundancy"， claiming as follows: 
" [W] hen new constructions are added to language， they are not random. 
Rather， they are motivated by existing senses. New constructions and 
words that "fit well" into a language are easier to learn than those that 
don't.… [T]he relative motivation is characterized as follows: the more 
the properties of a given category are redundant， the more it is motivated 
by its ecologicallocation， and the better it fits Into the system as a whole 
[emphasis added; KM]." (p. 493) 
Although he does not explicate the crucial notions including "redundancy"， his (and 
other cognitive linguists') extensive studies of lexical and grammatical phenomena 
based on this insight are perfectly compatible with the present study. 
For learning and memory in general， too， the importance of the system-dependent 
factor has been poInted out， which Is shown by the following claim: "If a new 
task meshes well with what we have previously learned， our earlier learning can be 
transferred with profit to the novel situation. If not， the task Is much harder to 
master." (Miller 1967: 3) 
Evidence for this dynamic approach even comes from diachrony. The system-
dependent dynamic constraint suggested above allows us to explain historical changes 
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of languages in terms of paradigmatic redundancy and the ease of learning. As many 
historicallinguists have pointed out， languages strongly tend to maintain their systems 
even if their elements undergo a slight change over time. It has often occurr吋 inthe 
history of languages that a single sound change brings about a series of corresponding 
changes of the other sounds sharing the place and/or manner of articulation so that 
their systematicity is maintained. For example， Sapir (1921) illustrates this covariation 
as follows. Suppose a language with the series of unvoiced stops p， t， k， and without 
their voiced correspondents b， d， g.
If， for some reason or other， p becomes shifted to its voiced 
correspondent b [in this language]， the old series p， t， k appears in the 
unsymmetrical form b，人k.…Butif t and k are also shifted to their 
voiced correspondents d and g， the old series is reestablished in a new 
form: b， d， g. The pattern as such is preserved or restored.…They may 
become aspirated to bh， t!どorspuan問 dor nasalized or they may 
develop any other peculiarity that keeps them intact as a series and 
serves to differentiate them form other series. And this sort of shifting 
about without los of pattern， or with a minu仰 mlos ofiιis probabウthe
most important tendenヮinthe history of speech sounds [emphasis added; 
KM].(p. 182) 
Prague school linguists have also made similar observations， and have postulated the 
first principle of historicallinguistics: "every change must be dealt with in relation to 
the system in which it occurs" (Jakobson 1962: 202).39 
Why isit， then， that languages strongly tend to change over time this way? Sapir 
himself is very pessimistic about， and is even firmly opposed to， seeking for the driving 
force behind this tendency in the individual's mind， claiming as follows: 
"[This tendency is] exceedingly difficult to understand in terms of individual 
psychology， though there can be no denial of [its] historical reality.…Many 
linguistic students have made the fatal error of thinking of sound change as 
a quasi-physiological instead of as a strictly psychological phenomenon， or 
they have tried to dispose of the problem by banding such catchwords as 
"the tendency to increased ease of articulation" or "the cumulative result of 
faulty perception" (on the part of children， sa匹inlearning to speak). These 
easy explanations will not do.…lndians find hopelessly difficult sounds and 
sound combinations that are simple to us;…ブ
Given the level of understanding of language and the mind at the time， his pessimism 
about this problem is partly understandable. It seems， however， that his view against 
the "quasi-physiological" explanation is based on his On my view， misguided) 
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conception of the百aseof articulationllearning¥ It is apparent that he makes no 
distinction between system-independent and system-dependent factors in the sense 
stated earlier. More specificall)らheonly conceives of the "ease of articulation/ 
learning" as a system-independently determined notion. It is seemi泊n宅gl片ybased on this 
(miωS司)cω01瓜I
Tal王unga sザytemτnト-dependentfactor into account， however， we can explain in terms of 
"ease of learning" why languages strongly tend to change in a way that preserves the 
paradigmatic redundancy among segments. This is because languages with no or litle 
paradigmatic redundancy are hard for children to learn. Assuming that what segment 
is easy to learn at a given point of development depends crucially on what other 
segments the language system has at that point， then it would be hardly surprising， and 
even predicted， that "Indians find hopelessly difficult sounds and sound combinations 
that are simple to us". And suppose a language with no paradigmatic redundancy 
whatsoever， and consider how its acquisition goes. If faced with such a language， then 
children would have to acquire al the elements one by one， quite indψendent.今ofone
another -obviously， a daunting task. It is like explorIng a vast search space for the goal， 
with no signposts whatsoever on the way. Lindblom et aL (1993) quantitatively show 
how daunting it is. Given that the world's languages have more thanう00consonants， 
and that the most common consonantal inventory sIze is 25， the number of logically 
possible 2テconsonantinventories comes up to more than 1040， Iflanguages were 
scattered over this vast sound space， then children would have to explore It entirefy， and 
no languages would be learnable. The fact Is that human languages underexploit the 
total possibilities， and are densely populated in "learner-friendly" regions. 
How， then， isthe crucial notion of "learner-friendliness" determined? By the 
amount of paradigmatic redundancy: what makes a language "learner四friendly"is 
the strong interdependency of its elements， into which the substantial amount of 
paradigmatic redundancy is interlaced. Human languages， therefore， tend not to drift 
over time towards consonantal inventories with no or litle paradigmatic redundancy. 
It turns out， therefore， that diachronic observations like the above constitute further 
corroborating evidence fc
4.7 Stability 
Yet another advantage of redundancy is stability. The redundancy of a system， natural 
or artificial， makes it stable and robust (Kauffman 199う:188). Thus， redundant 
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systems tend to have high tolerance to Internal defects and/or external damages， 
and to be stable over tIme. For example， good buildings and bridges are designed 
and constructed redundantly， and this architectural redundancy prevents them from 
crumbling when subject to strong external forces like earthquakes (Quine 1987: 178). 
Many natural systems also have stability due to redundancy/information sharing. 
Their stabiliry， unlike that of man-made objects like the above， often comes "for free" 
along with their "self二organization"，which is the emergence of a system without 
external commands and/or pre-determined blueprints (Prigogine and Stengers 1984; 
Madore and Freedman 1987; Kau百man1993， 1995; Haken 2000， 2004; and many 
others).40 It is often the case that the driving force for self二organizationof natural 
systems is the sharing of information by their elements. They thus inevitably have a 
certaIn extent of stability due to intra-system redundancy. For example， given rwo 
hydrogen atoms within a certain range of space and temperature， they spontaneously 
connect into a hydrogen molecule by covalent bonding， a kind of chemical bonding by 
sharing electrons. That is， they self-organize into a system by sharing information.41 
This physicochemical selιorganization occurs because rwo hydrogen atoms are more 
stable (and more economical) as a whole when they integrate into a hydrogen molecule 
than when they remain independent of each other. 
The emergence of a hydrogen molecule by covalent bonding represents a simple case 
of self-organization by information sharing， but more complex systems with numerous 
elements and connections also emerge in a similar way. Basically， asindicated earlier， 
the more features entItIes share， the more strongly they are attracted and connected to 
one another. The more feature-sharing entities they have， the more strongly they are 
attracted and connected to one another.τhe more strong their connection， the more 
stable the overall system. For example， itis for this reason that diamond is extremely 
hard. Its exceptional solidiry is due to its physicochemical stabiliry， which is in turn 
attributed to a nerwork of multiple and systematic connections among its enormous 
elements (tens of thousands of carbon atoms and molecules)， which are established 
based on their sharing of information in the sense stated above. ]ust like linguistic 
entities， an 
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constantly and spontaneously changeョinteractingwith the surrounding environment， 
whereas inorganic systems remain unchanged， atleast without receiving external 
forces. This ever-changing nature of biological systems is likely to make it more 
difficult to keep them stable over time. They need to maIntaIn 砂namicstability: being 
stable overall as a system while changing in parts over time.42 Second， the components 
of biological systems tend to be vulnerable and unreliable， which is also likely to 
disturb their stability. Redundancy is the best safeguard against these potential白ctors
that could cause the instability and/or malfunction of a system (von Neuman 1956). 
This might therefore be another reason why biological systems are highly redundant in 
the first place (stil another reason will be suggested in the succeeding section). 
Particularly， a biological system that is famous for its dynamicit)ら vulnerability/
unreliability， and redundancy is the brain. lt Is dynamic in the sense that it updates 
itself every time it carries out InformatIon processIng. It Is very vulnerable and 
unreliable in the sense that its components， individual neurons， basically continue to 
decrease rapidly in number over time， and that their signal-to-noise ratio is low (Mainen 
and Sejnowski 1ヲ9う).And it is massively r吋undantin two senses. First， each piece 
of information is coded collectively by a large population of neurons wIthin a certaIn 
local region of the brain. Second， it is also distributed over several groups of neurons 
that reside in different regions， and bound together， perhaps by synchronic firing 
(Singer 1999). That is， the brain has both intra-and inter-system redundancies. For 
example， pieces of perceptual informatIon like the senses of taste， smell and sight are 
al coded collectively in terms of the activation pattern of several groups of neurons 
that respond uniquely to a particular stimulus. This neuronal population coding of 
informatIon Is adopted in the motor system， too. What governs the movement of a 
body part is the overall activation pattern of neuronal ensembles rather than the firing 
of an individual neuron (Georgopoulos et al. 1986). lt is due to this redundant and 
distributed nature of cognitive systems that they are robust and fault-tolerant despite 
the aforementioned potential factors that could disturb their stability. Therefore， even 
if part 
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last not merely during the lifetime of individual speakers， but even for hundreds or 
perhaps thousands of years， via transmission of genetic and linguistic information 
over generations (recall the remarkable diachronic persistency of languages as systems 
illustrated in the preceding section).43 
Incidentally， the major opponent of linguistic redundancy， Chomsky， has 
acknowledged that biological systems are in general very redundant， and have 
nevertheless argued that human language is excψtionaiウnonredundant;hence his 
repeated claim that it is a "surprising" and "unexpected" property (see Chomsky 199う:
う， 168 among others). 1 have argued， on the other hand， that human language is 
highly redundant， just as are other biological systems， and that linguistic redundancy 
is therefore nothing surprising but is rather something expected. 
4.8 Economy 
A final and perhaps the most important consequence of redundancy is a physiological! 
(bio-)physical advantage: economy. One might find this claim paradoxica1. To be 
sure， itappears so if one takes the prevailing view that something being redundant 
entails its being uneconomical. One might even have suspected that the several 
functional advantages which 1 have argued that redundancy gives to language are only 
available at the expense of economy. This view is deeply rooted and widely held even 
in information theory， where， aspointed out above， the significance of redundancy 
has relatively been recognized well. Information scientists including Shannon have 
regarded redundancy as something important but costly in terms of the efficiency of 
informatIon transmission， and have therefore addressed the questions of how and to 
what extent information could be compressed to enhance it. 
1 argue， however， that redundancy is not necessarily incompatible with economy， 
and even that there isa sense in which redundancy enhances economy. This claim Is 
corroborated on logical as well as empIrical grounds. Let us first postulate that coding 
informatIon requires some "cost". Two distInctions need to be made about this crucial 
notIon. One is a distinction between the cost of individual items and the overall cost 
of the system they constitu日.The former is in turn divided into system-independent 
and system四dependentcosts. The system-independent cost of a given item is its 
inherent cost， which can be measured independently of other elements of the system 
where it belongs・Thesystem-dependent cost， on the other hand， isone that is only 
determined based on the state of the system. In what follows， 1 temporarily leave the 
system-independent cost constant for the sake of argument， and address the issue of 
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redundancy and economy in terms of the other two notions: (i) the system-dependent 
cost of individual items， and (Ii) the overall cost of a system. 
Suppose a system where the cost of coding informarIon does nor differ depending 
on rhe rype of information， and rhe system-dependenr cost of individual Items Is 
invariant. In such a hypothetical simple system， Itwould be the case that coding more 
information is more costly than coding les information， and that an element with 
redundant Information costs mo1'e than one with no redundancy. Assuming that the 
overall cost of a system is rhe sum of the costs of its elements， then It follows that the 
cost of a redundant system is higher than that of a non-1'edundant one. 
This simple reducrionIsr view， howeve1'， is not realistic fo1' at least two reasons. 
First， itis likely that the cost of coding information differs depending on rhe type 
of informatIon， and the system-dependent cost of individual items accordingly 
varies. Second， the overall cost of a system is not necessa1'ily equal to the sum of the 
inherent costs of its elements.τhe key notion is， here again， "redundant (or shared) 
informationぺasopposed to "independent information". The information of a 
given element is redundant if it is shared with some other element(s) of the system. 
Otherwise， itis independent. 1 assume with Jackendo百(1975)，Bochner (1993)， and 
Ackerman (199 う) that， other things being equal， coding redun幼ld仇均d仰n的1吋t打μ1φ1φfβbr7m仰?匁似la仰t万ωj必OJ川1υisl如g訂ωJ幻J 
功 t幼ha仰y刀1coding i初nde，φpend必'entI7ψ1φβrm仰ati仰. This is because the former process only 
requires a reacrIvation of what is already incorporated in the system， whereas the latter 
Is equivalent to the introduction of a completely new piece of information to the 
system.4 
Given this hypothesis， atleast three important consequences fo 1ow. First， the 
more informatIon a given element shares with some other element(s)， the les cosrly 
it becomes. Second， the more Information-sharing elements it has， the les costly it 
becomes. And third， the number of elements (and rheir sysrem-independent cosrs) 
being equal， asthe amount of informatIon shared among the elemenrs increases， 
rhe overall cosr of the system decreases. This is rantamount to saying rhat， other 
things being equa1， the more redundant aザ'stemis， the more economica! it is; that is， the 
redundancy 0/ aザ'stemenhances iぉrC0mmy.4146
This unique mode of econo 
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pointed out in the previous section， the brain encodes 四chpiece of informatIon by 
large populations of neurons. On the other hand， Itencodes a tl・emendousalllount 
of information， which pertains not only to language but also to perception， motor 
control， and so forth. Given these empirical facts， together with the observation that 
the brain has approximately ten/fi丘eenbillion neurons， itlogically follows that al the 
information cannot be coded without neuronal overlap. The redundant coding of 
information， therefore， isnot one of the many options available for the brain， but is 
rather the only reasonable strategy for meeting both the functional and physiological 
requirements. This is stil another， and perhaps the primary reason why language (01' 
cognitive systems in gene1'al fo1' that matte1') is redundant in the first place. 
Note he1'e that the economy of language discussed thus far is system-dependent， 
in the sense that the economy of individual e1ements is dependent crucially on the 
state of the system. Unde1' this conception， which 1 have called "system-dependent 
economy" (Miyakoshi 1999a， b)， itturns out that what element is economical may 
vary from language to language. We can thus reform山 tein terms of this no∞n配
explanations of many system-dependent phenomena made earlier. For example， 
consider the English RC and the ] apanese resultative VCC again. It appears that 
there is almost no sense in which one of these two constructions is inherently mo1'e 
economical than the other. Even if we stipulate that one Is more economical than the 
other， itdoes not help to explain why certain change-of-state events are coded by the 
RC in English and by the VCC in ]apanese， and why not， say， vice versa. As shown in 
section 3.1.2， however， once the VPC isstrongly entrenched in the English grammar 
at a certain stage of development， a paradigmatically redundant construction with it， 
t配h恥eRC， be伽cω071仰 E釘仰C印0仰 nicali仇nt，幼hatsJザ伊y戸/汀脱5
the ]apanese c∞ount臼e1'叩pa訂rt(the resuιltativ刊eVCC) is also ec∞onomicall担!片ymotivated by 
the parad出19ma抗tical片y1'edundant， system-dependent "attractorll (the motion VCC)， 
and is therefo1'e introduced into the grammar. Other pa1'adigmatically redundant 
phenomena like the ones p1'esented earlier can also be eXplained in terms of system-
dependent economy in essentially the same way. In sho1't， system-dependent economy 
works as a force that steers the ch 
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of system-independent cost: some are inherently more economical than others (recall 
note 37). This aspect of economy， in contrast to systεm-dependent economy， has 
been pointed out by many grammarians (Zipf 1929， 1936/2002， 1949; Martinet 
1960/1964， 1962; Horn 1984， 1989， 1993; Haiman 1983， 198う;Gundel et al. 
1993; Givon 199う;Stassen 1997; Bresnan 2001). For example， ithas been pointed 
out that familiar information in a given discourse tends to be coded by a reduced 
form like a zero anaphor or an unstressed pronoun， and that It is motivated by the 
principle of economy!least effort. This is because the discourse-old information is 
already activated in the interlocutors' minds/brains， and thus a detailed coding is not 
required to evoke it. In this situation， a shorter form (e.g. a zero form) is preferred 
to a longer form (e.g. a ful NP) to encode it， because the former is more economical 
or les costly than the latter in terms of articulation， and is sufficient to provide the 
intended information.48 
What should be noted about this anal片ysisIs t出ha抗tthe relative ecωon一omy戸rイIcωostof 
lin凶噌19伊u山i山S坑ti比cIt悶er臼口ms
zero fc白or口m1おsal:ルμWノぱ'a砂drysmore economical than a訂r口t1cuιla抗叩tinga ful NP in any language ザftem.
To be sure， economy in this sense appears to play an important role in the felicitous 
use of referential expressions. As shown above， however， most linguistic phenomena， 
being highly complex， cannot be accommodated by this simple system-independent 
economy. This consideration leads us to the condusion that the economyl cost of 
language， just like the notion of basicnessl (un)markedness discussed earlier， should be 
characterized by the interaction of system-independent and system-dependent factors. 
This idea of economy can be formulated in terms of the following metaphor， 
which is based partly on Waddington (1942， 1966)， Elman (199う)and Culicover 
(1998). Suppose a space made of a soft material that is partly "canalized" in advance 
and undergoes deformatIon as a result of experience. The canals laid down from 
the beginning might be envisioned as innately and system-independently given 
predispositions towards language， the process of the space's deformatIon over time 
as the course of the child's language acquisition， and its resulting state as the adulピs
grammar. Over the deformation/acquisition proc 
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and similar items (e.g. up and down) occupy proximal regions， which constitute a 
category (e.g. the spatial/directional particle). Thus， the more frequently the members 
of a category are encountered and processed， the wider as well as the deeper the 
depression of the corresponding region becomes. Since each lexical element occupies 
a particular region of the space， phrases and sentences are represented as a trajectory 
with extent and direction on the space. Processing a phrase/sentence thus corresponds 
to following a particular trajectory on the space， and exposure to an instance of a 
phrasel sentence is equivalent to a series of drippings along a particular path onto 
the soft material， which produce a rut through which liquid f1ows. Exposure to 
similar phrases/sentences (e.g. pick me up， push him down， etc.) wIth high frequency 
constitutes a big rut， which corresponds to a construction (e.g. the VPC). It may 
consist of several small ruts， which are equivalent to subconstructions (e.g. the VPC 
with a causative verb， the VPC with a non-causative verb， etc.). 
Just as f10wing down a river requires les energy than marching across the d口ert，
following an already laid down rut requires les energy than finding one' s way through 
other areas. Thusぅotherthings being equal， pre-experientially given canals are more 
economical paths to follow than other regions， which is system-independent economy. 
Other things， however， are rarely equal， because the epigenetic landscape constantly 
changes depending on the experience. If a rut is laid down on a particular space as a 
result of experience at a point of development， then it becomes an economical path， 
though it may not be so inherently and/or at the previous points of development. 
This is system-dependent economy. 
If we assume here that an entity seeks a state where it maintains itself (and performs 
its functions， ifany) with least energy， then it follows that entities， linguistic or 
otherwise， are attracted to economical regions， unless they receive some other repulsive 
force that is strong enough to resist that attraction. For example， once a big rut of 
the VPC isproduced as a result of experience， then similar expressions in the basin 
are attracted to and fal onto that region， unless they are used frequently enough to 
resist that attraction. Hence the greater likelihood that the (derivative) RC emerges 
in languages with the VPC (like Englis 
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This view also allows us to explain why irregular expressions (like the English verbs 
go/went and see/saw) are al used with very high token frequency. 1f they were not， 
then they would be regularized because following regular patterns is more economical 
than standing on their own， which requires constant activation from the outer world. 
1n this sense， irregularity is a system-externally motivated property of language.49 It 
is also data-dependent in the sense that the exIstence of irregular expressions hinges 
entirely on learning from exrernal data. 
On the other hand， systematicity is a system-internally motivated， data-
independent， and emergent property of language (or of selιorganizing systems in 
general for that matter). It emerges丘oma system-internal constraint， and does not 
depend crucially on external data. More specifically， the economy constraint exerts 
a system-internal force that spontaneously systematizes a language even without 
particular external data. This view is supported by the observation that children at 
certaIn stages of development make overgeneralization errors， which is a manifestation 
of their伊ontaneous"overregularization" of lexical items without data (Bowerman 
1978， 1982， 1988). It is also consistent with the observation that children can even 
acquire a (somewhat primitive but su伍ciendy)systematic creole language， based on 
non-systematic pidgin data. This is another instance of children's selιorganization， or 
of the emergence of "order out of chaos" (Prigogine and Stengers 1984). No domain-
specific "bioprogram" in the sense of Bickerton (1984， 1999) might be needed to 
capture this aspect of language.5o 
It turns out， consequently， that the strong and systematic interdependency of 
linguistic entities， which entails substantial redundancy/information sharing， is
attributed ultimately to economy. The reason why the elements of a language 
are highly redundant by sharing much information with one another is that their 
redundancy enhances the economy of the overal1 system. Given the economy 
constraint under certain conditions， they spontaneously self-organize into a system. 
As alluded to earlier， this property is not specific to language. Many natural entities 
self-organize into a system， and it is motivated by economy. For example， some 
proteins spontaneously take a particular tertiary or three-dimensional str 
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conditions， and it occurs only when the energy state of the overall system decreases 
by the integration of its elements. What is particularly interesting about this type of 
physicochemical self-organization is that the least energy state is where the elements 
share maximal information with each other (more technically， the atomic orbitals 
overlap maximally， which is known as the principle of maximal overlap). That is， 
it is observed in (bio-)physicallchemical as well as linguistic systems that the more 
information the elements share with one another， the more economical the overall 
system is， and that entities spontaneously converge on the least energy state. This is 
because that they are more economical and stable as a whole when they integrated 
Into a system than when they remain independent of one another. It is therefore 
expected that the driving force for their・self-organizationis economy， and that a 
human language is one of such economically-driven self-organizing systems. If this 
reasoning is on the right track， then it may turn out in the future that some essential 
properties of language like redundancy and systematicity are eXplained as the effects of 
constraints on self-organizing systems in general， and that one of them is economy. 
This quest for general principles governing systems is not novel. It is essent叩i凶al片y r
. the same as the sub切Jecαtmatter of d出heenterprι1S悶et出ha坑thaおslong been pursued unde引r
th冗ena剖meof "general sザystem(いωs)t白heo倒rずI(von Bertalanf:今 1968，Laszlo 1972， and 
many others). The proponents of this theory have paid attention to certain common 
properties among an apparendy disparate range of phenomena， and have searched 
for "general system laws which apply to any system of a certain type， irrespective of 
the particular properties of the system and of the elements involved" (von Berralanffy 
1968: 36). This general theory thus encompasses a surprisingly wide range of 
empirical phenomena， including elementary particles， chemical compounds， bacteria 
cels， human societies， global ecology， planetary motions， etc. The specific claim 
made earlier about the emergence of a language system can be interpreted as one that 
suggests the possibility for applying this theory to linguistic phenomena as well. The 
overall research program sketched in the present study can also be understood pr 
4.9 Summary and Theoretical Implications 
This section has addressed the questions about the origins and consequences of 
redundancy raised earlier， pointing out some commonalities between language 
and other information-processing/ self-organizing systems. More specificall)らln
answer to the question "What properties of language follow from redundancy?"， it
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has argued that redundancy engenders and enhances (i) systematicity， (i) usability 
(a) producrivity/ creativit)ろ (b)recoverability/fidelity， (c) automaticitylrapidity)， 
(ii) learnabilit)ら(iv)stability， and (v) economy. Deriving these properties from 
redundancy， iftrue， suggests not only the essential and fundamental nature of 
redundancy， but also the need to reconsider the nature and origins of those putatively 
primitive properties of language， which is one implication of this study for linguistic 
theory. 
Another theoretical implication concerns the origins of redundancy itself: Why is
language redundant in the first place? As discussed earlier， most of the above properties 
are functional or physiologicall (bio-)physical benefits for the language users. On one 
hand， they allow the speaker to express a variety of ideas including novel ones， and to 
convey them to the hearer in such a way that he/she can comprehend them correct1)ら
despite inevitable noise， without conscious attention， and rapidly. On the other hand， 
they make linguistic entities dependent on one another to a large extent， thereby 
reducing their costs of processing， learning and storage. This consequence suggests an 
answer to the above why-question. That is because redundancy makes the language 
a cost-effective system that simultaneously meets functional and physiologicall (bio-) 
physical constraints like communicative pressure， on-line processing， ontogenetic 
development， long-term storage， and economy. That ls， redundancy is not something 
stipulated as such by an innate principle， but is rather an emergent property of the 
dynamic interaction of the above constraints. 
This reasoning， in turn， implies that language structure Is motivated (at least to 
some extent) by domain-general constraints， and explains why many information-
processing/self-organizing systems share with human language several properties 
including redundancy， systematicity， and being a system with interdependent 
elements in the first place. They need not be stipulated only for language， but rather 
spontaneously emerge under the conditions where the same or similar constraints (e.g・3
the faithful transmissIon of information， stability， economy， etc.) are at work. The 
ubiquity of redundancy in biological systems is one instance of it. The omnipresence 
of emergent orderlsystematicity in chemical entities is anot 
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Notes 
I am grateful to Yukio Hirose for valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper. The usual 
disclaimers apply. 
I To be fair， he assumes multiple inherirance hierarchy not only as a descriptive device but also as an 
important element of linguistic knowledge. He thus seems to hold the view that it helps eliminating 
redundancy 紅白levelof knowledge as well. 
See section 4 for a more precise definition of 、引em"，which is f01・mulatedin terms of non-
linearity so that a certain essential commonality between language and other systems can be captured. 
3 Syntagmatic 1'edundancy plays a ce1'tain role at the phonetic level as well. Phonetic 
info1'mation about each elemenr of a mo1'pheme is not coded only in it but is 1'ather smeared 
over surrounding elements as well. Thus， each element 1'edundantly encodes phonetic 
information about its neighbo1's to some extent. This is why the same phoneme exhibits 
different phonetic 1'ealizations depending on the environment; e.g・， the liquid consonants of 
!ook and coo! sound markedly diffe1'ent. This issue is not dealt with in this paper. For discussion 
and illustration of phonetic 1'edundancy， see Bybee (2001: chapte1' 3). 
4 The main verb and the secondary predicate of an RC are printed in bold throughollt the paper， 
because， asit turns Olt， their synragmatic redundancy is crucial for a proper explanation of reslltatives. 
The sentence in (7 c)is completely unacceptable as a resultative， whereas it is barely acceptable 
(though not natural) if sizukani is inrerpreted as a manner adverb meaning "without making a loud 
sound". 
6 To be precise， the catego1'ies of the secondary predicates in these languages are not idenrical， and 
this difference brings about some nonrrivial empirical conseqllences. This issue is worth purslling in 
its own right， but is put aside in this paper because simplification in this respect does not bea1' direcr1y 
on the main claims of this pape1'; see Miyakoshi (2005a， in p1'es) fo1' discussion of this isue. It suffices 
here to note that the four sllperficially identical RCs of each langllage a1'e in fact not al the same in 
terms of acceptabili守andma1'kedness， and that their basiclde1'ivative relation seems para!!e! across 
!anguages. 
7 They have been called by difとrentnames in the previolls studies: "lexical and adjunct re叩 Itatives"
Oackendoff 1990)， "cognate/causative and transitive/unergative 1'esllltatives" (Mi)叫ωshi1993， 1999， 
2000，2001)， "weak and strong resultatives" (Washio 1997， 1999，2002)， and "inherent and de1'ivative 
1'esultatives" (Kageyama 2001; see also Kageyama 1996). The difference in naming， howeve1'， is a 
seconda1'Y matte1'. Of p1'imary importance is， 1'athe1'， the difference in nature between the apparenr1y 
identical RCs， which has been poinred out by the above previous studies and is desc1'ibed here in terms 
of synragmatic redllndancy. 
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8 The idiosyncratic difとrenceis indicated by the asterisk with parentheses. 
9 This observation has also been made by some previous studies (Verspoor 19ヲ7;Morita 1998; 
Kusayama and Miyata 1999; Mi)叫coshi1999，2000，2001， 2005a; Tsuzuki 2001， 2004). 
10 Finnic languages may also belong to this group. Fong (2003) reports that Finnish has various rypes 
of RCs including derivative ones. 
1 1 assume， following Langacker， that the temporal profile of a process is one of the essential fとatures
of verbs that differentiate them from other grammatical categories like prepositions and adjectives， 
which will be dealt with shortly (Langacker 1987: chapters 6 and 7). 
12 Obviously， this classification of verbs is far from complete (and the boundaries are in fact 
not so clear-cut as they appear)， but is sufficient for present purposes. This note applies to the 
next classificatIon of secondary predicates， too. See Miyakoshi (2005a: chapters 3 and 4) for 
more fine-grained classifications of pr吋 icatesand a detailed analysis of resultatives based on 
them. 
13 Making this additional specification is what differentiates the RC from tautology; hence the 
qualification "atmost complete overlap". This issue is discussed in sections 3.1.1.2.4 and 4.2. 
14 1 have only cited one reference for each language， but there are， infact， many other previous 
studies that have been made for RCs in the languages mentioned above. See Miyakoshi (2005a: 
chapter 2) for a comprehensive review of them. 
15 Some Iinguists have exceptionaI1y recognized the import of syntagmatic redundancy， though 
formulating it in different terms. As indicated earlier， Langacker has pointed out the importance of 
conceptual overlap in the integration of grammatical elements into a composite structure (Langacker 
1987: chapter 8). Some other linguists have also made similar claims (Greimas 1983[1966]: 1う0-う1; 
Lyons 1977: section 8.5; Jackendoff 1990: chapter 2). The importance of semantic connectIon at the 
dIscourse level has also been recognized and described in terms of such notIons as "relation" (Grice 
1975)， "relevance" (Sperber and Wilson 1986)， "cohesion" (Halliday 1994)， "sense-making" (Fukaya 
and Tanaka 1996， Tanaka and Fukaya 1998)， "current discourse space" (Langacker 2000b: chapter 9， 
2001)， "coherence" (Kehler 2002)， and川lformationsharing" (van Deemter and Kibble 2002). 
16CieITlents's economy principle governs the org 
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18 Their strong interdependency is evidenced by historIcal changes of consonantal systems as well， 
which is illustrated in section 4.6. 
19 Even more generally， asJakobson and Waugh (1979) poim out， "nothing in language stands by 
itself but each of its elements acrs as a part of a whole" (p. 166). See also de Saussure 1983 [1916]: 
50-う1，Sapir 1921: 182， Jakobson 1962: 202. 
20 Similar magnet effects have been observed in speech per・ceptio九 too(KuhlI993， 1994). 
21 To highlight their commonality， the two paradigmatically redundant construcrions in each 
language are depicted in a collapsed form with both solid and dashed arrows. 
22 There are at least two other factors that motivate English and Japanese to encode change-of-state 
events in the way they do; see Miyakoshi (2005a: chapter 4) for discllssion of them. 
23 When the main verb occurs in the V-2 position， ittlrns out that German has VPCs and RCs of 
the same forms as English (the equivalents of (う6)and (54)). 
24 For example， there is a condition reqlliring that the segmental tier have a TBU (tone-bearing lnIt)， 
which is typically the syllabic nucleus. 
25 This is the case for most peoples， but not for Blllgarian; reportedly， shaking the head is llnderstood 
in Bulgaria as a gesture indicating "yes" rather than川0".It would therefore be the case that shaking 
the head while saying "yes" is redundant for them. 
26 As sllggested in section 3.1， the notion of "system" can be characterized in terms of 
interdependency: it is defined as an entity with interdependent elemems. Given this definition， 
then it follows that an entity whose elements are completely independent of one another is not 
even regarded as a system， let alone an entity with only one element. Alternatively， a system can be 
defined as an entity with an emergent property. An emergent property of a system is one that emerges 
through the non-linear interaction of its elements. This definition not simply excludes entities with 
only one element or non-interactive elements， but also requires that a system have something more 
than the sum of its elements (an example of that "something" will be touched upon in section 4.8). 
The interdependency of elements is the crucial factor that gives rise to such an emergent property. 
Under this (or the above alternative) definition， which is similar to the one given in "general system(s) 
theory"， even apparently simple inorga 
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Structurιthar "simplicity ls aそystematicmeasure [iralics original]" (Chomsky19う7:5う)• 
Essentially the same argument is made in SPE， too (see Chomsky and Halle 1968: chapter 8). 
29 The norions of "informarion" and "redundancy" in informarion theory wiU be explicated 
shortly. 
3D τechnicalIy， some care should be taken when raking this line of research as evidence for the 
claim being made on redundancy and sysremariciry， bur rhere can be no doubt that human 
Ianguages are highly redundant. 
31 This is roughly equivalenr to what Chomsky (1964) cals 1 rule-changing creativiry" (p. 22). 
32 Norice that this reasoning is possible if the notion of information is defined in the way 
made earlier， and is not possible under the narrow definition made by Shannon， where semanric 
information is srrictly excluded， and what matters is only occurrence probabiliry. Under his 
de6nition， iteven turns out that nonsensical expressions like drink sine and colorles green ideas 
have more information than familiar expressions like drink wine and new interesting ideas， 
because the former is les likely to occur than the later. 
33 It is motIvated by and subjecr ro several orhe1' functional consrrainrs as well， which will be 
taken up in the succeeding secrions. 
34 Essenrially the same claim is made earlier by Pierce (1961: 143)， with a slightly diffe1'enr 
illustration. 
35 To be more precise， rhe figu1'e should be higher because of the presence of several 
termination codons. 
36 Even drosophilas， nematodes and yeast have multiply redundant Hox genes (see also 
Brenner et al. 1990: 483). 
37 The qualification in the parenrheses ("if not completely") is needed because the ease of 
learning of a given segmenr is dete1'mined not only by this system-dependenr factor bur also 
by a system-independenr one. That is， phonological segmenrs differ in the ease of learning， 
independently of orher segments of the language system， too. For example， itIs likely fo1' 
biomechanical 1'easons rhat， other things being equal， simple bilabial stops like Ibl are easier 
to artIculate!learn than p1'enasalized stops like Imbl for any childヂeakingany language (see 
Lindblom et al. 1993 fo1' discussion of this issue， although they do not formulate it in terms of 
"system-(in)dependency") . 
38 Fo1' this 1'eason， 1'edundancy 1ikely cont1'ibutes to reducing the cost of learning segments， i.e.， 
to the economy of language. This 1'easoning， ifcorrect， suggests 
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3ヲ Theimportance of system over elements in language is pointed out by linguists (especially， 
structuralists) in even earlier days， too. For example， de Saussure repeatedly emphasizes this 
point. To quote a relevant passage from the Cours， he states: "A science of sounds assumes 
importance for us only when two or more sounds are structurally interconnected; fo1' then 
there is a limit to the ways in which the one can va1'y in relation to the other.… A search fo1' 
linguistic p1'inciples based on the examination of isolated sounds is thus looking in the wrong 
direction." (de Saussu1'e 1983[1916J: 50-51) This claim might be too strong for the reason 
indicated earlier (note 3ア)， but the importance of system in language is undeniable. More 
generally， this holist view has been advanced by Gestalt psychologists and systems theorists 
as well. As pointed out earlier， the interdependency among elements is not an accidental and 
unique property of phonological systems， but is rather the essential property of subsystems 
of language in general， or for that matter， of systems in general， linguistic or otherwise (von 
BertalanD今1968，Laszlo 1972). The present study accordi匂lydefInes the notion of "system" 
in broad terms (recall note 26). 
40 The notion of "self-organization" goes back， atleast， toKant (1790/1990: section 65)， 
where he disc山 sesthe nature and origins of "an organi・zedand selforganized being" [italics 
original] (p.う7).
41 Note that even a hydrogen molecule is regarded as a system under the definition given 
above: it has an interdependent relation between their elements (and an emergent property that 
1'esults from their interaction， which will be shown later). 
42 The diachronic change of languages shown in the preceding section is an instance of 
dynamic s的 ility.Ma口inetalso suggests that redundancy plays a crucial role in the conservative 
changes of languages in history (Martinet 1962: 68). 
43 Here again， genetics gives us an interesting angle on the issue of redundancy. It has 
been widely held in evolutionary biology that redundancy plays a critically important role 
in genetic stability at the phylogenetic level. As touched upon earlier， we humans share 
certain functionally equivalent genes not only with other mammals like mice but even with 
biologically primitive and molecular phylogenetically remote beings like drosophilas (which are 
putatively al descendants of a common ancesto 
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1993; MacNeilage 1997; Perkel1997). Recall Menn's (1983) claim quoted earlier. 
45 Recall here that a system is defined as an entity with an emergent property， and that it 
must therefore have something more than the sum of its elements (note 26). Under the present 
analysis， that "something" turns out to be economy. A language system is more economical 
than the simple sum of its elements， because they share much information with one another on 
the syntagmatic and paradigmatic dimensions. 
46 Note also that this reasoning only applies to intra-system redundancy in the sense discussed 
in section 3.1. This does not mean， however， that inter-system redundancy unnecessarily 
increases the cost of the language system， because the systems across which it ranges are 
independently needed. For example， recall ]apanese question sentences， where the notion 
of q uest io n isredundantly coded by the sentence-final particle and rising intonation.τhat 
double coding isnot necessarily costly， because the segmental and prosodic systems are both at 
work in any case: if one utters a speech sound， then it inevi砂ウcontainsboth properties. The 
inter-system redundancy in question is just a manifestation of utilizing these independently 
needed expressive devices. 1n short， inter-system redundancy does not have positive effects on 
the economy of language， but does not have negative effects， either. 
47 As is well-known， this is the case in phylogenetic development， too (Jacob 1977). 
48 This does not necessarily mean that familiar information is always coded by a zero anaphor 
in every language. This economic motivation is often in conflict with other motivations (such 
as iconicity， the functional motivation discussed earlier， and a "system-external motivation" to 
be touched upon later)， and languages resolve the conflict in different ways (recall note 37; see 
also note 49). 
49 This system-external motivatIon is another force that could compete with the system-
internal motivation indicated earlier: system-dependent economy. Note that they would 
work in harmony if regular forms are used with high frequency， and jointly motivate their 
entrainment into the grammar. 
50 This claim is only meant to suggest an answer to the question of how the systematicity of 
language can be captured， and does not mean that no domain-specific innate mechanisms are 
needed to capture al aspects of language. 
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